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WLU Theatre outdoes itself

Theatre Laurier's presentation of "Our Country's Good" was a resounding success for both the audience and the players (see review on page 19) pic: Harvey Lvong ·

Murder case seeks man·:
Gres Sloan

~

.,

Man sought by police.

pic: Waterloo Regional Police

Cord News

A composite picture has been
released of a man Waterloo
Regional Police believe could be
connected to the murder of UW
Engineering graduate student
David Zaharchuk.
Waterloo Regional Sgt. Lehman said nothing has turned up
yet but "we are still following
leads." The composite ha<; been
circulated throughout the local
media and tbe Waterloo Campus.
The man wanted for questioning is described a<; "male, white,
early to mid twenties, six feet tall,
dark hair just below the ears, possibly wearing an earring in the
left ear with no facial hair."
The man wa<; seen in tbe area
around the time of the murder.
When students refused to help
him log in and play computer
games he allegedly became emotional. He made comments that he
had been thrown out by his
wtfelgirlfriend. The man was familiar with the computer system.
This is the second composite
the Waterloo Regional Police
have relea<;ed. The ftrst wa<; of a
man who hailed a cab near the
engineering building around the
time of the murder. He turned
himself in for questioning and
was found to have an alibi.
Investigators say it is likely

that Zaharchuk wa<; not a victim
of pre-meditated violence. Detective Dennis Butcher said "tt wa<>
definitely a ca<;e of the victim
being in the wrong place at the
wrong time."
Two floors of Engineering 1,
the building Zaharchuk's hody
was found in, were damaged. Police speculate that Zaharchuk
simply surprised tbe intruder(s).
The investigation is being co-

ordinated by the Waterloo
Regional Police with asststancc
by l TW security. LTW Chief of
Security AI Mackenzie says they
arc "workmg with them daily, arranging things on campus."
Anyone having any further infonnation on the scene of the
tTime or the man wanted for
questioning should call either the
Waterloo Regional Police or the
lTW police.
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Radio Laurier-returns
Steve Doak

3

s

Cord News

The Laurier airwaves were
reopened to live DJ's on Monday after a seventeen year ab.sence of any such program.
Launer Live broke onto the
campus from the Turret to bring
music and announcements to
people in the Student Union
Building and the Concourse.
Laurier Live will be crooning
for your attention every weekday
between 11 :00 and 2:00 and from
6:00 until 7:15. On Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday night<;
Wilf s will also be entertained
from this source.
This service is being provided
hy the Students' Union, In-house
PromotiOns, and the Board of
Student
Activities.
Barry
Moulsdale ha~ been credited with
conceiving the idea, and Dan
Dawson, the lounge supervisor,
coordinated the technical preparations of the system.
Dawson said that expenses are
not an issue at this time because
the start-up cost<; were less than a
hundred dollars. This primarily
involved booking up systems that
were already in place. Most of the
DJ's are staff from Wilfs and the
Turret who volunteered to operate
the radio service.

Depending on the success of
the venture during the next two
months, the Students' Union may
change the organization and offer
money to DJ' s next year.
Currently, each DJ or set of
DJ' s is scheduled for one time
slot each week. They are allowed
to do whatever they want, as long
as they read the required an-

"Better awareness
among the student
body of events
that the Students'
Union is putting on."

-Dan Dawson
nouncements and oon't say anything
racist,
sexist,
or
homophobic in nature. Requests
may be taken at the di~;cretion of
the individual DJ' s.
Dawson said the main purpose of Laurier Live is to promote "better awareness among
the student body of events that
the Students' Union is putting
on."
Announcements will be made
for functions organized by the
Union, campus clubs that have

been recognized officially, and
services affiliated with the university, such as the registrar's office. Order fonns for these announcements
are
available
through the Union's offices.
No other advertisements can
be made according to Students'
Union by-laws.
A similar radio service called
Radio Laurier was run by the
Laurier Students' Union in the
early 1970's. It was heard in the
Studentc;' Union Building as well
as through the speakers located in
all of the rooms in residence.
Dean Nichols, who wac; relatively new to Laurier at that time,
said that Radio Laurier was on
the verge of acquiring a license
for their own publicly available
station. The Union subsequently
lost interest in the idea and the
station never reached its potential. All of the equipment wac;
sold and the service ended in the
1975-76 academic year.
Laurier Live hac; relatively
low operating coste;, which the
Union can eac;ily afford. As long
a~ students approve of the radio
service and interest continues
from the Union, it will continue
to emertain the university and
make the students more aware of
what is happening at WLU.

At the helm of Laurier Live.

f:/c : Chris Ska/kos

Expo offers experience
Steve Tracy

Cord News

Career Services bas several upcoming event'> focusing on graduating student'>.
Career Expo '93 will be held
on february 1 in the Paul Martin
Centre from 5:00-7:30 p.m. Jan
Ba~so, Director of Career Services, describes Expo '93 as "an
event that is designed to give students the opportunity to learn
more about specific occupations."
"If you wanted to know what
it was like to be a journalist, you
would be able to come and talk to
someone who is actually doing
that in their job. They could talk

about the pros and cons, how they
prepared to get into that career,
and what advancement opportunities might be like," said
Basso.
On January 21 there will be a
Student Placement Officer information session. Bao;so describes this session ao; "designed
for students who want to work as
SPOs in Canada Employment
Centres for students in different
locations throughout the province."
"It's a really good summer
job, particularly for people who
want to get into human
resources," said Ba~so. " There is

also a fair amount of skill that
student<; develop for careers in
sales because they are marketing
to employers and they're working
one-on-one with student<;."
Throughout late January and
early February, Career Services
will he holding Career Explorations sessions that will focus on
possible careers for student<; in
Majors ranging from Economics
to Religion and Culture.
Bao;so said that the sessions
"are for people in first through
fourth year or even grad students
if they're interested in those particular areac;. It's really to
broaden their thinking in tenns of

,,,,,,

the opportumttes that are available for them."
Career Services will offer two
one-day sessions called "How to
be an Employed Grad" that will
combine the regular workshops
such as Interview Skills and Joh
Search Strategies into one package.
Basso said that the sessions
"are definitely targeted to students who are in their graduating
year. Instead of having to take
time out for four or five different
sessions, you can get it all together in one day."

Leader of today,
Leader of tomorrow
Darren Mahaf!J:

,.
Career Services is loaded with job related resources.

•

pic : Jayson "Rambo" Geroux

The sessions will he offered
Saturday, March 20, 9:00-4:00
p.m., and friday, April 16, from
9:00-4:00 p.m.
The Alumni Referral Service
is also available to students in
therr graduating year.
Basso describes the Service ao;
communicating "tmmediate positions that come in through that
service. We do a search of our
own data hao;e and we send out
the resume of the applicant grad.
Anybody who is in their graduating year can start registering for
that service ao; of March 15".

Special

Today is the last day for you, the leaders of tomorrow, to show
that you can be the leaders of today.
As of 4:30 the nominations will he closed and the ballots will he
determined. l Jntil 4:30 it is not too late for you, yes you. to get involved.
There is, however. another facet to this election that I'm sure
many of you haven't considered - Referenda.
This year there will likely tx: two or three referenda questions to
be decided on. They will include the controversial changes to Students' Union by-laws that allowed the Board to by-pac;s a second byelection. I also expect the Board will mandate a referendum on the
proposed changes to the Vice President: lJniversity Affairs joh.
I feel that referenda will be an area the average student will not
fully educate themselves in. They arc very important however (remember the Health Plan) a~; they affect the way the Studen~· Union
(and Student Pubs) are run. These questions arc of equal importance
to the question of who will run the Union next year.
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Name that generation
that means she's "twentysomeare ...Generation X?
Actually, on walking my way thing", just like me. But I have a
through all the analysis recently stepbrother in Grade 10, and to be
done on young people like you honest, I think somebody should
and me, I discovered that we've dissect the values of his generathe
"fifteensomething"
been given just as many descrip- tion,
~~~~~~~~~~~~:J tive nicknames as cover shots in
crowd.
the last month.
My father is 47. I'm 22.
Do you think it's a trend when
... "Thir- That's a 25 year age difference.
"Generation
X"
-- within the space of about a teeners" ... "Baby Busters" ... "The But I feel I have a lot more in
month -- four or five major MTV Generation"... "Super- common with 4 7 than I do with
newsmagazines simultaneoa'ily boomers" ... "twentysomethings" ...
high school kids these days -- you
do a cover story on a certain "Slackers" ...most of these sobri- know who I mean, these skinny
topic?
quets -- incidentally -- were sug- little ac;sholes who walk around
With America now stcuk un- gested by people not between the •with their oversized LA Raiders
der its very frrst Baby Boom pres- ages of 18 and 29 .
leather jackets, ba-;kctball shoes
ident, there's been a lot of loose
I'd now like to use the rest of without laces, "X" on their
talk lately about "generational this column to discuss a couple of haseball caps, and panl'i on backchange".
random thoughts I've recently
wards.
For those of you out there had about the "generation gap"
But I guess times were difwith scorecards, our grandparents between Boomers and Xers.
ferent when I wac; 14: Ronald
are the GI Generation, our parent<;
1) My kid sister recently
Reagan bad just been re-elected,
are the Baby Boomers, while we turned 18, which is cool, because
and we didn't have to face life
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growing up under President Hil3) Let's have a contest. Let's
liary Rodham and Mr. Bill reject all of those labels the Baby
Clinton.
Boomers (our parents) gave us,
2) Like I said, my father is 47. and come up with one of our
Bill Clinton is 46. My dad "grew own.
My challenge to you: suggest
up during the '60s". Ditto Bill
Clinton, except that he won't a new name for our age cohort,
admit he smoked dope and and drop it off at The Cord. (All
cheated on his wife.
suggestions will be published in
Now, I don't know about you, this space next week.)
but...I like my dad a lot, but...l
My suggestion: The Baunan
wouldn't want him to be Presi- Generation.
dent of the United States!
All right, so I'm only half·
There's something I personal- serious ...but consider this: just a~
ly fmd unsettling about the 1969 defined "The Woodstock
realization I can point to a num- Generation", exactly 20 years
ber of people around me who later, the biggest cultural event of
have never felt the desire to ex- the summer wa-; .. ."Baunan".
pcriment with drugs, or cheat on
Pleac;e have your suggestions
their girlfriends, but that I can't into the newspaper office hy early
say the same thing with any de- next Tuesday moming.
Sorry. no prizes ...this is. after
gree of certainty about the new
li~=-=e-=i=-=
n th:.:..:e'-'"90
"'"""'s~
. ---President of the U.S. A. ------=al::.:lcz....:.:;

WEDNESDAY

MONDAY

II

IO.OOam Church
service at the
Seminary.
3:00pm Benefit
concertHuntington's society
John Aird Centre

I O:OOam Art oxh1bit

-Bill HoopC>s. John
Aird Centre.

12.00pm. Fre>n
<.:om-.ert. ,Johu .\ll'd
l'cntn

12:30pm Concert
-WLU chapel choir.
7:30pm Senate
meeting. Paul Martin
Centre.
8:00pm Free concert.
John Aird Centre. •
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Award'> Officer for Wilfrid
Laurier. But she said that independent, Group B students sometimes get lower awards Lhan they
would with Group A status.
But
this
discrimination
against gays and lesbians may be
leaving OSAP open for legal action.
"OSAP may be liable for
complaint, and possibly liable for
a settlement ba<;ed on the Leshner
ca'>c," said Dennis Geisbrecht, a
I Iuman
Right'>
Officer
in
Kitchener.
In the fall of 1992, the
Ontario Human Right<; Board of
Inquiry ruled that the same-sex
spouse of Mark Lesbner, an
Ontario government employee,
was entitled to the same benefits
a
heterosexual common-law
spouse would receive.
Geisbrecht says the Leshner
decision was just an extension of
benefit<;, and does not provide a
definition of a same-sex union as
a marriage or common law relationship.
Changes in programs such as
OSAP are not automatic, said
Geisbrecht, since the Leshner decision is a precedent, not a Jaw.
Gay or lesbian couples must still

Cord News

Gays and lesbians are getting
shortchanged by the Ontario
Student Assistance Program
[OSAP], despite a 1992 Ontario
Human Right'> Board ruling
giving the same-sex partners of
Ontario government employees
full spousal benefits.
Heterosexual couples who
marry are deemed to be Group B
applicants -- independent from
their parents' or guardians' income. Heterosexuals who live together for at least three years are,
like married couples, granted
Group B status.
But a gay or lesbian couple
living together for the same time
is not be deemed Group B, and
could not receive any additional
~tudent aid, simply because of
their sexual orientation.
Only me applicant's income
and a.'sets are assessed with
Group B status, unlike Group A
applicants. This difference creates
the potential for higher grants and
loans -- a potential denied to gays
and lesbians.
"As far a'> I know it [the
policy]
is
strictly
for
heterosexuals," said Dorothy
Golscheski, Assistant Student

file a complaint and put the question before a board of inquiry if
they want the OSAP regulations
changed.
But, he says. a read-in -- an
extrapolation of the Leshner
precedent to OSAP -- is possible.
Gays and lesbians will have to

fl~ttering haircuts closely resembhng pattern baldness.
Apple stylist<; is a client of
AMEBA in this endeavour.
Upon receiving his new look,

Cord News

Everyone at one time or another has been disappointed in a
Jess-than-skilled hairdresser for
a less-than-flattering haircut.
On Tuesday three volunteers
from Apple Stylists offered the
chance to let some budding Vidal
Sassoons take their frustrations
out on their own precious tresses
during the "DON'T Get Your
Hair C'ut Like This!" event held
in the Concourse.
When asked the simple question WHY IN THE WORLD
ARE YOU GUYS DOING
TillS??, the answers ranged
from: "We're getting paid" to:
•...one tiny step into our worldwide expansion plans!"
The event, run by the Laurier
Marketing Association, in ac;sociation with AMEBA student
promotions, and Apple Stylists,
allowed winners of a draw to
carve up David Evans, Brynly
Hawkins and Steve Cleland, any
which way they desired. All winners opted to create particularly

Mike Loeters
Commentary

In 1922 and 1973 two of the
world's most powerful organization'l were created. Each shares
the common goal of world
government, and have been putting the machinery in place in
hopes of achieving it.
The public knows very little
about these organizations for very
good reasons. If they did, all faith
in the political systems of the
West would be completely shattered.
The first organization is the
Trilateral
Commission
(TC)
which was created in 1973. It is
made up of roughly 200 members
(no one knows for sure), of which

Evans said 'Tn~ really glad 1
c<m't see myself ngbt now."
The winners of the draw also
won free haircuts at the Apple
salon.

Cut of death.

e_ic : Ward Black
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wait until such a challenge is
made since OSAP officials aren't
changing their policies to end the
discrimination against gays and
lesbians.
"We don't recognize it [a
same-sex union] at this point;"
said Lome Johnson, Special

Projects Supervisor at OSAP's
Thunder Bay headquarters. "If the
Family Law Act [which defines
common-law relationships as exclusi-kly
heterosexual]
is
amended we'll follow their
definition. Same-sex couples
aren't included in that act."

World powers

Customers take
revenge on hairstylists
Adrienne Kolotylo

5.

News

THE CORD

about one third are American.
Some other examples of what
J.D Rockefeller wa<; the prime the TC has had its hands on
force behind it<> creation, with directly was the Strategic Anns
people like Henry Kissinger and Limitation Treaty. All the negotiJimmy Carter also being founding ators were trilateralists. A coinmembers.
cidence?
It is made up largely of the
Perhaps one the most imporheads of the world's largest mul- tant trilateralists is Henry Kistinational corporations, leading singer. Kissinger believed that
academics, and the controlJers of world government wa-; achievmedia. The important thing to able if certain area-; were under
note is that it is not like a club the control of the right people.
where you buy a membership. Kissmger once stated that "if one
This is an organization that you could control food, one can conmust he asked to join, and few arc trol people. If one can control enawarded this "privilege".
ergy (oil), one can control nations
An example of the power of and financial systems." And with
the TC and the influence it this objective the TC would
carried is in 1976 when the TC achieve its goal of world governdecided who would be President. ment.
Carter being a founding member
So how docs this progress the
and big supporter wa<; chosen as goal of world government? Well.
that person and he won. And think of it this way. If there is <Ul
every President and Presidential organization in place that concandidate since hac; been a mem- tains all the movers and shakers
ber of the TC'.
of the world, holds not only U1e
Some may see this sceptically
Presidency of the ll.S . hut also
but consider that if a person has the key positions, controls energy
the support of the most powerful and food by having all the CE< )'.,
and presidents of the key comactors in the economy, has leading academics advising them, and panies sitting around a tahle with
the media building them up dur- an objective of mutual gain. Your
ing the campaign, your chances chances of success are vcr} good.
These positions gives thi:-.
are greatly increased. Where do
voters get their information? The group the most powerful political
positions in the world because of
media. And those who are not TC
members will not get the
the fact they also hold the most
favourable media. Jesse Jackson powerful economic positions in
the world. And if you have the
ring a bell?
To take this a step further it is world's most powerful military
also known that the transition behind you, control <md vetoes
over all legislation, control over
committee for Carter were ALL
trilateralist'>. And once the transi- taxes and social services. limmtion was made 18 trilateralists cial systems, and capital, your
were appointed to key govem- economic and political power inment positions. Some of these crea<;e together. And this also
people may sound familiar like gives tremendous power to direct
the agenda' s of other nations
Walter Mondale and Andrew
around the world. What nation
Young.
controls the World Bm1k, JMI .
So now the TC bad a fmn
grip on all the key seat<> of power, lJ.N., NATO, OAS, and ha.o.;
in the most powerful nation in the Saudi Arabia in a dependent posiworld, and the position to push tion? The tl.S ..
forth with their agenda. And
So now you may sec why we
guess
whose
administration never hear ahout this organit.aMOST of Bill Clinton's key adtion. How would you feel if you
visors come from ... the Carter adknew that a completely uncontinued to pg. 11
ministration.
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Meet on futtding. crisis
Sheldon Page

Commentary

Senior Laurier administration
were guest'> at a joint meeting
of the Students• Union and Student Publications last Thursday.
The meeting was a question
and answer period focusing on
university funding and class
sizes.
Although the meeting was advertised ao; a joint meeting of the
corporations, the speaker's list
was open to all students. There
seemed to be some confusion
among the Union Board as to the
open nature of the speaker's list.
While a representative from a
student delegation was told that
he had to be on the agenda before
he could speak - at the meeting
questions were asked by all.
Union Board Chair Scan
Taylor turned the meeting over to
Union President Christina Craft
who introduced the members of
the Administration.
Laurier
President
Lorna
Marsden, Director of Institutional
Relations Arthur Stephen, Director of Athletics Rich Newbrough,
along with Dean of Students Fred
Nicols were the guests of honour.
Marsden fielded the questions
with backup from the other Administration members.
Before the questions, Marsden
for the uni-

versity. Private sector funding is a
major focus of the university' s
fundraising efforts. Marsden said
that the university would have
looked at funding from the private sector even if the cutbacks
had not taken place.
Marsden said that a survey is
done once a year to estimate the
amount of cash that could be
raised through a fundraising
campaign. "Twenty to thirty million dollars is a potential target,"
said Marsden.
The questioning quickly got
underway. The majority of questions carne from the Union Board,
and the student representatives of
the Board of Governors (BOG)
and the Senate. Since it is student
election
time,
want-to-be
politicians tend to come out of the
woodwork. Thursday wa<; no exception.
Union Board member Scott
Walker a'iked why there have not
been any previous fundraising
campaigns. Walker must not have
done his research because Steven
said that since 1985 two major
campaigns have been launched,
one for the library expansion and
the other for the Aird Building.
Ex-Board member Clark Chu
asked if Laurier's increasing student to teacher ratio will affect
future fundraising . Marsden said
that the ratio "is so much higher
in other places", and therefore the
ratio will not affect Laurier.
Chu then asked why the new
science building was being built
when

problem, I agree. There is no
miracle in the funding depart ment."
Laurier's mysterious Rainy
Day fund of surplus ca'>h wa.;
called to question.
Marsden explained that the
university has $14 million pa'>t
profit invested. "It is the policy of
the university to have a balanced
budget," said Marsden. She explained that a balanced budget is
good for the fundraising effort.
"It is the biggest ca"e we can
make to donors. They know that
their money will not go to pay
debts."
The surplus, Marsden ex-

science faculty. Marsden said the
grants that have paid for the
building were only available if
the building was constructed.
BOG member Nick Jimenez
asked what the university's
priority was concerning buildings
and academics. Marsden said that
the university is under pressure
from the City for parking space
and from the Campus Plan for
green space. In the end, the BOD
itself makes such decisions.
When told that the students
that are at Laurier now, want immediate action on the problem of
increasing class sizes and fewer
classes, Marsden replied: "It is a

plained will not be touched, hut
the interest (approximately $1
million a year) is spent on the operating fund, academic projects.
student scholarships, and renovations.
OSAP lineups and loan processing, Seagram Stadium, and
the need for space were also discussed. No concrete answers
were offered for most questions,
it seems that most are being
"worked on".
The meeting, while an effective way to get in touch with the
Administration, produced nothing. The pizza and pop were good
though.

ARTS & SCIENCE
CAREER WEEKS
january 25 -February 5
Don't :nrlss out on our lunch bag
series (11:30 - 12:30 pin) of
CAREER EXPLORATIONS FOR:

•Economics

Monday,
january 25th 4-305

• Psychology

Monday,
january 25th 2-205

•English
&Communications

Tuesday,
january 26th L235

• History
& Political Science

Wednesday,
january 27th 2-205

•Science

Thursday,
january 28th P1005

•Geography
& Urban Studies

Monday,
February 1st 2-205

•Language

Tuesday,
February 2nd 5-304

•Sociology

Wednesday,
February 3rd 4-205

• Religion & Culture,
Classics

Thursday,
February 4th P1005 ·
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Women in university
Steve Schaus

Cord News

The Canadian Federation of
University W~men recently
released its report on the status
of female faculty and students.
The study which was conducted in Fall 199I and Spring
1992 received input from 45 universities from across Canada including Laurier. The C.F.U.W.
report stated that the situation for
women was improving but certain
arc;t\ still required attention.
Lorna Marsden, President of
WI.U. shares the concerns of the
report .. "We (WLU) IJ?.USt be able
to hire women for tenure stream
(l(Mions," said Marsden. "We
must he able to offer good jobs to
good people". However, due to
funding cut'\, this simply is not
possible.
.~The lack of women profes-

sors at Laurier is certainly a concern," said Jim Wilgar, Associate
Vice-President
(Institutional
Projects) for WLU. "However,
there is no quick fix solution to
the problem. Our main concern is
providing the best education for
itc; students and as such, will continue to hire the most qualified individuals".
The report mentioned that
great advances have come in the
recognition and establishment of
policies on sexual harassment.
At Laurier, a formal policy
hac; been established ac; well as a
sexual hara<;sment officer who
reports directly to senior administration. Counsellors have also
been trained to deal with the issue.
Both Marsden and Wilgar
stress the need for further education. "People don't know what

constitutes sexual harassment,"
said Marsden. "A lack of cultural
familiarity may also be contributing to the problem".
Campus safety was another
area of concern in the C.F.U.W.
report. "Laurier is very conscious
of safety," said Marsden. "It is the
women, however, who need to be
conscious and smart".
Laurier's committrnent to
campus safety has resulted in the
establishment of the FOOT
patrol, changes in lighting around
the campus and emergency telephones in the parking lots.
The promotion of women in
sports ha<; also become a priority
at WLU. This has included the
creation of a women's figureskating team and the expansion of
women's facilities in the Athletic
Complex.
"When the complex wac; built

WANTED. Energetic writers willing to dig up dirt on
·t. h· L. aurier community. Student elections
~1J!f}fl!~ . . . ~ ~ .
are a wonderful ti~e to
~;~'II~· ···":.-.-. ~,·
be a newswrtter.
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during the 1960s, not much attention wa<; paid to the prospect of
women participating in sports,"
said Wilgar. "New locker-rooms
and washrooms had to be installed".
Wilgar also pointed to the
women's soccer team as an example of the recent success females have had in traditionally
male sport<;. Earlier this year, the
team captured the C.I.A.U.
championship title.
However, Laurier did not
score so well in the area of day-

care, said Wilgar. Day-care wao;
another one of the ten issues examined hy the C'.F.U.W .. Presently, WLU has no on-campus facility. Instead, funds are allocated to
the Y.W.C.A. which offers a
professional day-care program.
Founded
in
1919,
t11e
C.F.ll.W. is comprised of over
II ,000 university women graduates in more than BO duh~
across Canada. The C.F.l J.W. 1s
concerned with all a-;pects of education and issues affecting the
status of women.

Fighting increas~s in lr.tq, keeping Mr. Bill hlL'>Y
(Baghdad) The U.S. fired missiles near Baghdad this past weekendJ
causing numerous fatalities, and on Monday alone, 2I were killed
the raidc;. Iraqi President Saddam Hussein i~;sued a public hroadca<;tl
ordering his soldiers to, "attack them wherever you find them."
ever, Iraq's information minister denies any more talks of figuuug,1
stating that "it does not achieve anything", and also said that
prepared for talks. Newly inaugurated U.S. President Bill
stated that Hussein "musr understand that America's resolve
this tranc;ition period will not waver."

Haitians had high hopes
(Leogane) U.S. President Bill Clinton's decision to continue repatriation of Haitian boat people ha-; disappointed and angered many dwellers of the Haitian nation. The U.S. Coast Guard hac; fonned
'refugee blockade' along a coac;tal region, but Haitians are buildi .. 51
boats in order to escape their military troubled lives. The Haitians
awaiting the return of President Jean-Bertrand Aristide. who
ousted by the government in I991.

Poli<ih ferry sinks in Baltic Sea
(Stralsund) 54 people were killed when a Polish ferry capsized in
Baltic Sea this pac;t week. The car and rail ferry, called Jan
Hewcliusz, had heen floating keel end up. Nine survivors were discovered; when the ship went completely underwater, the search
more survivors wa<; ended.

Tough break for this 'Good Fella'
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Travel hassle free with 18-35 year olds from all
over the world. See Europe from the culture to
exhilarating nightlife. Stay in authentic European
accommodations like our chateau in the
Beaujolais vineyards of France. You'll have loads
of free time to do your own thing and the ultimate
holiday costs much less than travelling alone.

(Rome) Salvatore Riina, the Italian Mafia's "capo dei capi", wa-;
rested in Sicily last week. lk had headed the moh's empire in
for 23 years. Riina had heen in hiding, hut to no avail, a-; he
taken into custody when police blocked his car on a Sicilian road.

Two out of three dentists recommend ...
(Grand Rapidc;) American dentists are attempting to persuade the U.S
postal service to print a postage stamp honouring the benefits of
ride. A spokesman for the fluoride crusaders says that "the higgcst
vancement in dentistry in tlle 20th century [should be] considered
historical significance."
Israel's scud stud gets nailed
(Jerusalem) Israel's news media celebrity, who achieved fame during
the Gulf War, confessed la<;t week to having an affair. Benjamin
Netanyahu is currently in contention to run for Prime Minister of the
Likud party in Israel, but is being forced to withdraw from the race
due to his scandalous habits.

Not exactly "Paradise by the Dashboard Light"

for 18·35s

(Florence) A 68-year-old Italian man who is heing called the
"Monster of Aorence" ha<; been charged with the murders of young
couples over the past 20 years. The serial killer's victims were
couples caught cuddling in cars in 'lovers' lanes' in the Aorence area.
The man must have found the couples in a 'no parking zone.'

Astronaut<; 'pee-nalized' for left-up lids

TRAVEL CUTS •• VOYAGES CAMPUS
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(Cape Canaveral) A U.S. ac;tronaut left the lid up on a $30 million
dollar toilet last week in the space shuttle Endeavor, and all staff "got
in crap" a<; a result. Mission controllers assumed the toilet was malfunctioning, as the fans were not shutting off. The astronaut<; were informed of the importance of closing the lid, ac; the air flow carries the
"waste" into the atmosphere. If the lid is not put down, the shuttle
could be all bunged up.
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MISCIIIEF - (0150 hrs): Acting
on a complaint from a Macdonald
I louse resident that someone wa-;
ripping screens off the windows,
two males were apprehended in
the vicinity between little and
Macdonald House. Investigation
revealed that although they had
touched one of the screens they
were not responsible for ripping
them loose. The complainant acknowledged that he did not actually see them rip the screen. His
complaint against them was
prompted by their bad behaviour
when one of the suspectc; picked
up a plac;tic pipe and started to
hang it against a light post.
THEFT - (0115): A Bricker resident reported seeing several
males carrying two large signs.
Suspects were not apprehended.
Two large brown signs, one identifying Macdonald House, the
other Bouckaert residence, were
found in the foyer of Bouckaert
Residence. Construction workers
dug the signs out of the ground
two weeks to dig a trench in the
area.

Crawford Samuel

cord News

"You heard about the feUow who's flying in an airplane and
thunder and lightning is beginning to make the plane pitch and
roll and he's sitting next to a priest and he turn'i to the priest and
he says:
.
.
"Father, with your connections, can you do something about thts
stonn'!"
"The priest says: I'm only in sales, I'm not in management."
Reverend Paul Bosch, Dean of the Chapel and Lecturer of
I.uurgtcs and Spirituality opened with a joke .at an infonnallecture at
the Seminary Chapel on Friday afternoon. Thts event wac; part of Festtval I .aurier and was entitled Christian Worship as Theatre: "Entertainment Evangelism."
. .
.
.
Bosch discussed "shop talk" and referred to his JOb ac; hemg m
"quality control."
,
.
Bosch said that church goers shouldn t he entertamcd, they should
participate.
.
.
.
.
"God is in the audience .... We're unpovenshed 1f the audtence
docsn' t participate."
.
The church is set up in such a way ac; to separate the audtence
from the perfonners, whereby the audience has a place to sit and the
pcrfonners have a platform where "God is whispering cues to the perfonners."

Bosch referred to Christian worship as "theatre" and that the service wac; a kind of perfonnance.
"You're dealing with dramatic gesture, costume."
Student<; develop a public persona as part of their seminary training.
"Entertainment Evangelism" in mainline churches in the states,
such a<; Lutheran and Presbyterian, wa<; discussed. These churches,
such as the "Church of Joy", have banked seat<; and platfonns with
celebrity guestc;.
Bosch said that it wac; not like a church, hut like a talk show
studio. The participation hy the audience is minimal and Bosch said
this wac; a drawback.
These particular churches' goal is to make worship accessible: to
make worship entertaining.
"You put your money on a plate and watch the show."
The pros and cons of entertainment evangelism were weighed.
The language had been contemporized, but Bosch did disagree with
the simplicity of the services, referring to some of their hymns as
"spiritual junk food."
Bosch said the services were childish.
"Worship shouldn't be immediately accessible."
Bosch said there should be something to figure out.
"In your life, you mean what the words say."

January 15

ALARM RESPONSE - (0935
hrs): Responded to fire alarm in
Bricker Residence. Investigation
established that exhaust fumes
from the furnace due to the
weather condition were drawn
into the elevator shaft and set off
a smoke detector on the 1Oth
floor.
MISCHIEF - (0030 hrs): Acting
on a complaint from Turret staff.
three 21 year old males were arrested. the three Turret patrons
who were seated at a table close
to a window, had punched a hole
in the window screen and were
throwing beer cans onto the
Quad. The subjects are not university affiliated.
DRUNK IN PUBLIC - (0100
hrs): A male who wac; found on
campus in a highly intoxicated
condition wac; delivered to the
KJW Detox centre. His identity
was later established as a 21 year
old UW student.
ASSAULT - (1330 hrs): A WLU
student reported that she was ac;saulted by an unknown male inside the physical education complex. The complainant said, that
although she did not sustain any
physical injuries, her assailant
detained and held her against her
will by gra<>ping her throat, then
applying a headlock. The complainant stated that she wac; horrified by the experience and it
was apparent to the reporting offleer that she was emotionally
distressed while narrating the occurrence.
On Sunday January 17, at
I 030 hrs, a 22 year old WU J student wa<; arrested and charged
with ac;sault in connection with
this incident.
MEDICAL ASSIST - (0300 hrs):
The ambulance wac; called to
transport a Bricker resident to the
KJW Ilosptial. The victim who
appeared to be unconscious, wao;
suffering from alcohol intoxication .

.
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Policies versus by-laws
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Commentary

This week's episode of the
WLUSP Board of Directors
soap opera was a supposed to
be a relatively simple a nd quiet
affair, but the BOD did manage
to make thing'> lively-after all.

Before things really got j umping the final draft of the Students'
Union/Student Publications Operating Agreement and some new
hiring policies were passed.
lben, after this business was
taken care of, things got a little
bit confusing.
The Election Council presented its report. At an emergency
meeting on January 12 new election 'policies' were adopted.
These were called IDELCOUNCIL and 3ABOD.
were
These
regulations
amended to stipulate that candi-

ed .
ith
ao;

dates arc only responsible for
themselves and their agents and
not supporters, and that candidates will be disqualified after
being fined three times for violations of election policy, not twice
a<; was previously the ca<;c.
At Friday's meeting, during
the course of the EC" s report, the
question was raised as to whether
or not IDELCOUNCIL and
3ABOD were policies or were to
he interpreted a<; actual by-laws
of the corporation.
The consensus wa<; expressed
by Brian when he stated, "we just
don't know."
Phill then said that he
believed that the policies were in
fact by-laws.
That left the board with a
dilemma. To pa..s the policies a<;
by-laws, they would have to
change by-law 17a) which stated
that all by-laws must he ratified
by the student body at "an annual
or general meeting" - an election.
Such an action is allowable
under the Corporation Act.It

states that by-laws of a corporation can be changed by a majority
vote of directors.
Phill wa<; extremely displca<;ed by the situation of having
to supersede the Board's own bylaws. However, he also stated that
the action wac; ultimately neces-

sary.
"I don't like pa<;sing by-laws
that affect the students of Laurier
without their say," said Kinzinger .
I Ie also noted that the action
wac; hypocritical in light of the
Board's condemnation of similar
Students' Union BOD action.
However, he added that, "It's not
our choice to do it - We're faced
with either starting over or this."
After considerable heated discussion, Marty motioned to
change by-law 17a), so that it
would say that "any by-law of the
corporation shall be pa<;sed twothird<; of the Directors and shall
be effective immediately ... "
Before a vote wa<; taken, Phill
expressed his regret at the neccs-

sity of this course of action. He
then cried, "Shame! Shame!" and
paced wildly about the room.
Marty echoed Phill's sentiment and then a vote was taken.
The resolution wa<; passed.
Then, the policies/by-laws in
question were pa<;sed in the fonn
of a resolution
llowever, at press time, doubt
a' to whether or not the policies
must be pa<;sed as by-laws still
lingered. No oflicial decision ha-;
been made yet, as the Board and
the Students' Onion BOD arc
trying to sort out the sttuation .
During the report of the president
another By-law was amended.
Now only books, records (financial ones), and minutes of the
Corporation will be open to the
public. The rest will be veiled in
secrecy.
Happy trails until next week.
when we'll try and sort out this
by-law/policy mess. and hear a
few more (and hopefully final)
words on the Cord Constitution.
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Computer discovery
Until two months ago I had no
idea of how much Laurier's
computer system has to offer.
At ftrst, I took some computing courses and used the mainframes for my programming assignments. I played around with
electronic mail too.
This was the extent of my
computer use. I bad a PC' at my
disposal for my other course
work so I didn't bother with the
mainframe's word processors.
Now, two years later I fmd
out what I have been missing.
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I am willing to bet that the
majority of students use the system for essays and statistic programs. Geography has a system
and I'm sure that the other departments do as well, but the majority
of us just do essays on the system.
I have followed the ongoing
newsgroup censorship story closly, but never took the time to see
what a newsgroup was all about.
Newsgroups are like a BBS
that is run on an international
level. News and information on a
huge array of subjectc; is available
on the newsgroups. There seems
to be something there for everyone.
Be warned though, with the
exception of a few groups that the
Laurier administration under Dr.
Weir deemed too sexually ex-

plicit, the newsgroups are open
forums. The Laurier Senate Committee on Computing is currently
investigating the legal ramiftcations of lifting the ban.
If you are into computer generated graphics, or scanned images (GIFs etc.) there are several
groups to choose from. For the
adventurous there are information
ftles in the pictures groups that
tell you how things work.
The newsgroups are eclipsed
by the power of ftle transfer
protocol (ftp) and anonymous
logons. This might sound technical but it really isn't.
The Laurier system is connected by to a network of computers around the world. Many of
these machines are archives of
software for all types of machines. Everything from games to

picture ftles are available.
I was doing a little browsing
{the best place to !;tart looking for
site lists are the information ftles
in the pictures newsgroups) and
found satellite pictures of Hurricane Hugo, computer fonts, picture and movie viewers, and
much more.
File transfer protocol is a
method of logging on to another
machine on the network and
receiving ftles. It is a simple operation and can boost your software collection.
Once you have the ftle on
your machl account, it is a
simple matter of using the
BANYON network to put the
ftles onto a floppy. From there
you get to a PC and away you go.
Electronic mail is a great way
to send messages anywhere in the

world - not just to other Laurier
students. If you have someone's
electronic mail address you can
send them mail.
I have just scratched the sur·
face of what these powerful com·
puter systems can do. The po~·
sibilities seem endless. If yoo
have the will to learn, Laurier'1
mainframes are not ac; complex a~
they may seem.
I should note that Laurier
does not charge its computer
users for using the above mentioned services. Down the stn.>el
at UW, users are charged for !be
time they are on the system.
If you are interested in wbat
our computer systems can oo
check with Computing ScfVIces
for information sessions .tnd
watch for an upcoming Cord feature.
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Carleton report released
OTIAW A (CUP) •• The report
of five-month investigation into
complainto; of racio;m and
sexi'im in Carleton University's
architecture school was finaUy
released last month, and the
school's director and students
aren't pleased with the way it
wa'i handled.
The investigation began la<;t
summer after student" in the
school complained of dic;crimination and hara<;sment.
Carleton President Robin Farquhar and the investigative committee members held a press conference Dec. 23 to disclose the investigation's findings and the
report's 30 recommendations.
Specific incidents and names
were not made public, although
the report said five faculty memhers have been identified as the
main focus of a follow-up inquiry.

Angry architecture students
say Farquhar released the report
to local media before he gave it to
students.
"We heard about this from the
media and that's why we're upset."
said
student
Sandra
Wheeler.
A letter written by several students calls for a public apology
from Farquhar and says students
feel betrayed by "the university's
administration in the handling of
this sensitive issue."
The letter also expresses concern that only students with complaints were heard by the investigative committee, claiming it
"failed in its responsibility to support its conclusions by actively
supporting a broader sense of student input."
Ben Gianni, the school's
director, has written Farquhar ac;king him to explain the series of

New world
governments
continued from pg. 5
democratic and select few were running not only your economy, hut
also to some degree the world economy? Would media and holders of
power and wealth willingly give up these prestigious positions? The
answer is an obvious no. One hand feeds the other and we are
manipulated everyday of our lives into believing in the will of the
people and democracy.
·
'The key and important decisions of power are not ever made by
us. Our elected representatives do not represent "the people". The unfortunate thing is that many people in places like Wac;hington believe
they do, and themselves do not see the true nature of the system.
When you have enough money, power, and media behind you,
you can achieve almost anything. I guess they figure what we do not
know will not burt us.
Next week I will discuss the second organization called the Council on Foreign Relations.

eventc;.
The committee said it heard
complaint'> about instructors in
the school verbally abusing
"weaker" students, by making
sexist and racist remarks and
giving unconstructive criticism.
Other complaints in the report
include arbitrary grading, with
some teachers openly favoring
students while threatening and intimidating others.
"If what is alleged, by the
committee, actually happened
then appropriate action will be
taken," said Farquhar. "It' s not
going to he swept under the carpet. It's not going to be ignored.
They're going to he fixed hecause, if they do exist, they've
been around for too long."
Farquhar said possible ways
of dealing with the complaint<>
could he anything from zero action, to letters of reprimand on
the professors' files or denying
them promotions and raises.
The report's recommendations include a more objective
grading system, to he applied to
all architecture students, active
student recruitment of women
and visible minorities and sexual

were COncerned with the negatiVe
publicity
the
investigatiOn
brought to the school.
"What's happened 1s that the
review and the positive things
were handled badly by puhhc relations at Carleton. There an:
some had problems, hut a lot is
good," said Michael Schumacher.
a third-year student. "The school
hac; changed a lot in the last three
months and most of it 1s the
director' s doing."
First-year student Sheldon
Beaker said if faculty members
were negligent then proper
recourse should he taken.
He also said the stressful enviromnent is specific to the architecture school and that people
out-;ide the school aren't familiar
with the "studio experience" that
is a crucial part of tlle school's
curriculum.
"The process we go through
in studio is a creative process."
said Beaker.
The architecture school has
been under investigation tour
times before. the la•;t one in 11JX9.
for'" complaints of unfair grading
practises, discrimination <UJd
harassment.

harassment and education equity
workshops for faculty
The report calls for an end to
favoritism, intimidation, sexist
and racist behavior and verbal
abuse within the school.
It also recommends more female faculty members be hired to
achieve more gender-parity by
the year 2005.
Farquhar refused to relea<;e
the names of the five faculty
members are the primary focus of
the follow-up inquiry.
"I haven't seen the other side
of the story yet. All I've seen is
what the committee provided me
with," he said.
Farquhar said the five only
had two weeks to respond to allegations after they were informed of them last month.
"They (the five profs) have
not had the opportunity to have
due process to provide their comments," Farquhar said.
He said they will he talking
with the university's lawyers.
Farquhar is also waiting for
the reportc; on the feasibility of
implementing the report's recommendations within the school.
Many architecture students

Seminary: offers

uann~dec.!~~~!.l:.!~r ~~~~!,~!~. .
Curious about the building with
the bello; on top? The Waterloo
Lutheran Seminary has a lot
more to offer than extra classroom space.
The seminary, "now in its
82nd year of existence, began in
one little house that used to be
where the seminary is today,"
said Diploma student, and President of the seminary student
hody, Gina Cookman.
"Originally a training school
for pac;tors," Cookman said.
"Waterloo Lutheran Seminary
now offers seven Mac;ters pro-

TO US NEWS COMES FIRST. Assi~nments are
available to anyone wilhng to learn .
See the News team in the Cord
~/fA~ . . ..,
offices for further details.

N

~;;1/:\1~

Master of Divinity, Theological
Studies, Theology- with a major
in Homiletics (preaching), Social
work, Theology- with a major in
Christian ethics, Theology- with a
major in Pastoral care, and a Diplorna in Theology. Most are four
year programs, including internship.
Cookman added that the seminary is also enthusiac;tic about the
undertaking of a Doctorate program in pa<;toral care and
counselling.
"[This program] gives us the
skills to deal with different life
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go to clergy for," said Cookman.
Presently, Waterloo Lutheran
Seminary is one of only two
Lutheran Seminaries in Canada.
With a principal Dean, three secretaries, and 151 full and parttime students, the Seminary is
"very much a community. We all
get to know each other very
well," Cookman said, adding,
"the professors take a personal interes! in each of the students".
Cookman said, "the seminary
is a very helpful place to he," not
just for student<; enrolled tht:re.
but everyone.
When the Seminary's bells
start ringing, "chapel ts starting,"
said Cookman. Chapel takes
place Monday to Friday at 10:30
A.M. except Wednesday when
there is Eucharist from 12: ~0 to
1:30. Cookman wishes to e xtend
an "invitation for all to attend in
the Seminary."
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Construction continues

pic : Camille Archer

You had better get used to the construction on campus, it's here to stay.

Learn all about
journalism and
yourself.
COME TO THE
NEWSPAPER WRITING SEMINAR
Wednesday, January 27 at 5:30pm
in rooms 4-205 and 4-209.

Come be
a Cordie.
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Hawks ·beat up Western
Evan Bailey

Cord Sports

After a couple of disappointing losses during the Eastern
Ontario/Quebec roadtrip, the
Golden Hawk hockey team wa<;
preparing to seek revenge on
whomever they were to face. Unfortunately for the beloved Westem Mustangs they were the frrst
victim to feel the wrath of the inspired Hawk team on Thursday.
The three dollar admission
charge wa<; a small price to pay
for this highly entertaining event.
Ille scoring was opened by
Mark Strohack of the Hawks who
~nt a heater from the point past
the Western netminder after just
mis.sing the net on two previous
occasions. Later in the period the
Hawks widened their lead on another Stroback bla<;t from the
point which was deflected by
Chris George en route to the net.
The period came to an end but
the entertainment was just beginning. After the Zamboni driver
had finished his duties, and the
multi-dollar Bubble sound system
was solved, the WLU figure skating team put on a fine display.

In period two the Hawks took
control out<~hooting the Stangs
16-6. Laurier managed to find the
net three times in the period before the Mustangs found the net
with just a few seconds left before intennission.
Round three hegan and with it
came the eventual frustration
venting of the Western team as a
great brawl occurred. This wac;
the frrst fight of this nature witnessed by myself in C'IAU hockey and I would like to say that I
was impressed with the quality of
the performance. The endurance
of the players was witnessed as
the battle continued for some fifteen minutes, not a minute of
which was without excitement.
After the debris had been cleaned
off the ice and the ejections and
penalties handed out, the play
resumed.
Ralph Spoltore lead the verbal
attack behind the Western penalty
box with a strong supporting cast
of football players providing outstanding backup. This team of
rowdies did a fantastic job of distracting the Western players ac;
they served their sentences in the

The Hawks punished the Mustangs for the second straight time
box. A job well dune fella<~.
The remainder of the game
dragged on a<~ there were
numerous stoppages of play due
to small pushing and shoving
matches. There were a couple
more players sent to the dressing

room, and two more Hawk goals
before time expired. Final score

7-1.
Rick Praccy played a strong
game in the Hawk net stopping
21 Western shots. The Hawks
managed to rack up 54 minutes in

pte : Jayson 'Rambo' Geroux
penaltit:~.

whkh wasn't bad considering they scored
three
shorthanded goals. Point grahhers
were John Spoltore (two goals
and three as~ists), Chris George
(three goals and an assist), Mark

,.,....,.,.,

Lady Hawks eat leather
Gre~

Sloan

Cord Sf!2.rts

The women's volleyball team
lost two matches to Lakehead on
the weekend. These losses give
the team a 1-7 record with six
divisional games left.
The Nor'Westers took an early
8-2 lead, but Laurier fought back
to make the score 9-8. Despite
good play by Lori Spoltore and
Anna Peters, Lakehead managed
to prevail, 15-8.
Lakehead again took the early
lead in the second game, leading
9-2. ThL<~ time Laurier could not
close
the
gap
and
the
Nor'Westers won eac;ily 15-7.

In the third game things seemed
to come together for the Lady
Hawks. Lakehead went into a
tailspin after leading 3-0. They
made many mental mistakes, allowing Laurier to grab a 6-3 lead.
Lakehead did not give up though,
and made the Hawks work for the
15-11 victory. During the game
the Nor'Westers let the crowd affect them. On one occao;ion a
Lakehead player threw the ball up
to serve it when a fan yelled out
"wait". This caused the player to
grab the ball and stop, resulting in
loss of serve. Mental mistakes
like this cost Lakehead the game.
In the fourth game Laurier kept

the momentum, jumping out to a
4-0 lead. However, this seemed to
wake Lakehead out of the daze
they were in, and they came back
to win the game and the match
with a 15-7 victory.
Laurier came out tough in the
second match, but every time
they seemed to be in control
Lakehead would pull away from
them. The Nor'Westers swept the
Hawks 15-8, 15-5 and 15-8 to
win the second match.
Coach Cookie Leach is frustrated
with bow her team is performing.
"We just don't know bow to win.
There is no way Lakehead is better than us three straight games

like this. If you came out to a
practice you wouldn't know we
were the same team. You just
don't know which team will show
up on a given night."
Leach says she hates to keep
bringing it up, but the presence of
so many freshman on the team
ha<; an effect on this team. "We
had four freshmen who played
most of the games. Maybe they
think it is harder than it really is

because they arc now playmg at
the
university
level.
It's
psychological and I honestly
don't know if we will get over it
this year. The more you lose. the
harder it hecomes to win. We just
have to keep working hard. "
Laurier travels to Guelph on
Wednesday and hosts Brock on
Friday. Both of these games are
important if the team hopes to improve on their last place record.

Skaters shine

Evan

Baile~

Cord Sf!2.rts

The WLU figure skating team
headed to York last Friday to par-

The figure skating Hawks perform

ticipate in the York Invitational
meet. Due to numerous injuries,
the women were able to enter in
just nine of the thirteen events.

pic : Lisa Hughes

The Hawks provided a fine performance, winning medals in
four.
Wendy
Markevich
came
home with the gold medal after
skating a clean program in the
senior 'B' singles event. She
added another gold with her partner Dawn Bessey in the intermediate similar pairs. In the senior
similar dance event, Lisa Kinnear
and Gina Jones brought home the
bronze medal. The big surprise of
the event was the precision team
winning their frrst ever medai,
claiming the silver, closely behind the entry from Guelph.
The team is hoping to be
healthy for the competition at
Queen's University on January 29
so they can enter in all of the
eventc;. Way to go Hawks!!!

')...-

Women volley Hawks go for a dive

pic : Darren Myher
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Lemieux will be back
This week's top story doesn't
deal with playoff victories, scoring records or all-star selections.
Instead, it is the troubling ordeal
of hockey superstar Mario
Lemieux.
For many people, professional
sports offer an escape from
reality. The larger than life heroes
that emerge from the sporting
world perform spectacular feat<;,
inspiring legions of fans to worship them like gods. Sometimes,
however, we are reminded that
our champions are, in fact, mortal. Such was the case on January
12, 1993.

AI Iafrate

pic:

upper Deck

-~

Mario Lemieux, one of the
greatest players in the history of
hockey, has Hodgkin's Disease.
Thankfully, for both the man and
the game, the disease is curable.
The fact that Lemieux will probably return to the N.H.L. in time
for the playoffs is inspiring to all.
On paper, 1993 may simply
be remembered as a season in
which Mario Lemieux lost his
shot at Wayne Gretzky's scoring
record. In fact, it might have
marked the moment that a generation of hockey fans were exposed to the cold truths of reality.
On a more upbeat note, the
world of sports can provide eerie
coincidences. On January 10,
1982, an up-and-coming team,
the San Francisco 49ers upset
America's Team, the Dallas
Cowboys. San Francisco, of
course, would go on to dominate
the next decade, winning an incredible four Super Bowls.
Eleven years and one week later,
a
promising
Dallas
squad
travelled to Candlestick Park as
underdogs, and emerged a<;
league champions. Rising superstars such as Troy Aikman and
Emmitt Smith could very well
make these 'Boys' into a football
dynasty.
The only thing standing between Dallac; and itc; first league
championship since Super Bowl
XII is a defiant group of men
from Buffalo. The Bills won their
third, straight A.F.C. title by
crushing the Miami Dolphins.
The Dolphins looked like an out-

of-shape high school team and
Buffalo's inability to capitalize
on turnovers was slightly reminiscent of the York Yeomen.
The Bills looked extremely
unimpressive in victory, and will
have to raise the level of their
game if they are to shake their
choker label.
Perhaps the only things sloppier than the so-called A.F.C.
championship game were the
N.H.L. all-star selections made
public last week. How can any ra-

tiona! hockey fan justify the addition of Craig Billington to the
Wales Conference team? Billington, whose utter lack of skill is
rivalled by only Andre "Red
Light" Racicot, is the luckiest
goaltender in the sport. Were it
not for an early season slump by
Chris Terreri, Billington probably
would have had less playing time

.Wl.:O· QTUDENT

than Rick Wamsley.
On the other hand, the naming
of Peter Sidorkiwiecz to the
squad was far more encouraging.
The "Skid", regardless of his skyhigh goals against average, has
been the Senators' most valuable
player this sea<;on. It was also
nice to see that Al Iafrate will be
enjoying his second all-star game.
Iafrate, who recorded an incredible, 101 mph slapshot at the
Washington skills competition, is
fmally playing up to form. The
only question is, how long will it
last?
Another timely event is this
Sunday's Royal Rumble. It's difficult to tell which of the thirty
participants will emerge victorious, but the early favorites arc
Mr. Perfect, Jerry Lawler and
Yokozuna.
Speaking of wrestling, expect
Harvey Whippleman to enlist El
Giagante to feud with Kamala,
the Ugandan Belly-Slapper The
W.W.F. need-; a big man to feud
with the "reformed savage".
Laurier's Hawkey Hawks, by
the way, participated in a royal
rumble of their own lao;t Thursday, teaching those punks from
Western a thing or two about
pugilism. The brawl did not stop
"Sweet
Shootin"'
Johnny
Spoltore from continuing on his
torrid, scoring pace, however.
Spoltore hac; to be considered the
leading candidate for O.l !.A.A.
M.V.P. this sea<;on.
One person who will have an
impact in the next year is Dick
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Mario Lemieux

pic: Score

Schofield. Jays fans may wince at
the shortstop's anemic batting
average, but his exceptional nmge
and the exciting catches U1at
Schofield often makes will make
him a fan favourite.
Pat Gillick wasn't the onlv
G.M. to make a shrewd acquisl·
tion lac;t week. Lou Lamarillio. in
a rare display of his hockey
sense, brought Haliburton's own
Bernie Nicholls to the New Jcr·
sey Devils, in exchange for
Zdeno Ciger and Kevin Todd.
Nicholls may never score 70
goals again, but on a team with
talented wingers such as Stephanc
Richer, Claude Lemieux, John
MacLean and Valeri Zelepukin,
"Broadway" Bernie should regain
his offensive touch.

NlON · - - - - - .

COMING TO WILF'S · Blood Donor Clinic
JANUARY 22

28

1:30 AND 8:30 P.M.
TICKETS: $1 AT THE DOOR

Free Pizza

~

Prizes

For all you winter carnival teams there will be
an added point bonus for donating blood!
•
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Lady Hawks get blanked
.

Jim Elkins

Cord Sports

The Wilfrid Laurier Lady
Hawks hockey team were back in
action over the weekend. Sunday
night the Hawks hosted the
Kitchener-Guelpb team at the St.
Clements arena and were shut out
S-0
The flrst period was marked
hy excellent goal tending by
}.1ary Jo Rehm as the K-G team
managed to pot only one goal early in the period. The Hawk

defence was staving off attack
after attack by the K-G forwards.
Again in the second period the
defence held off the opponent and
entered the third period down just

1-0.
The flrst twenty minutes took
a tool on the Hawks as the larger
more dominant K-G team overpowered the Hawks scoring four
times. It was a good game ladies,
better luck next time.
On Monday night the Ladies
faced off against the St. Mary's

SOCCER CELEBRAliON
~ Come out to celebrate with

ore

only
isio, in
ckey
,own
Jcr-

IV\

Wthe C.I.A.U. champion Laurier~
Golden Hawk women's soccer
team. During half time at the men's
basketball game on Wed. Jan. 27.
(8:25-8:40 pm)
Special presentations to all members of the team
including the championship trophy and
banner. Letterman party in Wilt's afterwards ($5 .00).
Fred Hale will entertain!!!
BE THERE AND SHOW YOU CARE!

team at home. The Hawks came
out bunting for a victory but
found themselves spending more
time in the penalty box than in
the St. Mary's zone. All goals for
St. Marys came while the Hawks
were shorthanded (from what
were questionable calls) as the
Hawks were shut out 3-0 by the
St. Mary's goaltender.
The flrst period was scoreless
hut not without a wonderful display of swan dives by the St.
Marys team. The second period
remained scoreless until a tripping call on the Hawks allowed
the extra St. Mary' s woman to
stuff one in. Later in the period
the Hawks were robbed of a goal
that the referee somehow missed,
when St. Mary's defence dove
on the puck as it crossed the line
and hauled it out.
The third period began with
the Hawks down a skater from a
late second period penalty. ~t.
Marys took control and scored
their second goal. The flnal goal
came when a St. Mary's forward
made an OSCAR performance,
and Laurier took the penalty and
subsequently gave up a goal.
The Hawks were aggressive,

.

.

Why is she smiling? They got skunked!

played the zone very well, and
had one of their better games.
Good luck on Saturday ladies.
Stinki Chrisbonk remember to
give a pep talk and have " ;;ood
game.
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l:'asy ,\/reel

Ontario's best \ ariety in skiing.
That's what's happening at the
Mountain.We ha\·e more to offer
than any other Ontario ski resort
with 33 trails CO\ ering every

Laru·ay

Smart A fee

terrain from beginner to ad vanced. Check out all our trails
during Coors Light University
& College weeks, Feb. 15-19,
and Feb. 22-26, 1993. All week,

1/og's Hack

1

there are mystery skiers, live
music and much, much more .
And students with proof of fulltime enrolment enjoy mid-week
ski tickets for only $23.

..& BLUE~f

MOUNI'AIN ~
IT'S HAPPENING AT THE MOUNTAIN.

For reservations, H69-3799 in Toronto, or (705) 145-0231 or phone our snmv line (416) 625-3006.

pic : Jim £/kills

Massacre
aiRMC
~,..,.,1

Strohack (on~ goal dll<i thrl!\! assist<>), and Smitty Kulofofski
potted the remaining Hawk goal.
The Hawks travelled to Kingston to tangle with the next victim, the RMC' Deadmen. The
Redmen have a stranglehold on
last place in the division and were
determined not to give it up .
Two Minutes into the frrst penod the Hawks took the lead, and
never looked back, scoring four
more times in the period. RMC
looked pathetic, having difficully
getting past the Hllwk blueline.
The I Iawks controlled the second period even though RMC
managed to apply ll1c: occa.'>ional
burst of pressure m the I Iawk
zone. Jeff Lacehy, who got a r;rrc
start in the Hawk goal, proved
that he wa~ a worthy hackup,
stoning the Redmen on the few
scoring chances they bad. Before
the end of the period Laurier
slipped three more goals past the
RMC' goaltender (who hcller have
life insurance).
On to the third period. RMC
looked a-; bad in this period as
they had all game The game
nearly tumed into a replay of the
Western match a<> there were a
few verhal and physical exchanges, hut this amounted into
nothing suhstantial. The I Iawks
managed to flnd the net four more
times before time expired.
Jeff Lacehy recorded the
shutout stopping all 18 shots.
John Spoltore and Chris George
each had six point games with
four goals and two a-;sists and
three goals and three assists
respectively. Mark McCreary
added flve points himself (two
goal<> and three assists). Andrew
Wood, Smitty Kulofofski, and
Craig Boyce scored one goal
eacb.The RMC goalie faced 63
shots in the game (most of them
from point blank).
The remaining schedule for
the Hawks is looking pretty tough
facing Waterloo, Guelph, and U.
of T. It will be an interesting
playoff picture a<> there are four
credible candidates fighting for
the OUAA West Division crown.

>-
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Lady curling Hawks WID
Pat Brethour

Cord Sports

While both Laurier's male
female curling teams are
headed to the combined -- East
and West-- tournament this coming weekend, the Lady Hawks are
best positioned to move on to the
~Uld

February championship round.
"The girls (sic) played much
better as a team than they ever
had [at the Western sectional last
weekend]," said Jeff Hambly,
coach for the men and women's
teams. "My hopes are very high
for the championship round."
The top six teams from the

combined tournament will progress to the February 20
championship round.
At lac;t weekend's Western
sectional, the female curling team
racked up an impressive 4-1
record, losing only to the tough
Waterloo team.
1ne female Hawks will not

Who cares?

the----

Ht1RDguy

by Chris Werynski
According to a recent survey.
here are the week's top three
news items. I swear this is true.
1) Gulf War II- Saddam tests out
the New Meat (Clinton)
2) Torn Barrasso's chickenpox
3) Eric Lindros - Bao;tard without
a cause
Now something is wrong
here. Sure I want to here about
the news in the Gulf, but the other
two items have been tom apart
like a gazelle carcao;s. For those
readers who haven't been awake
this week, here is a review of the
stories, and a preview of what
will likely happen next.
Tlus week: Okay now pay attention. First, Pittsburgh Goalie
Torn Barra~so is told he hac; the
chickenpox. 1nc very next day,

team officials announce that it is
just the flu. (NOW I can sleep!)
Then the next day, (I am not
making this up) team officials announce that he DOES have chickenpox. Woops. No one could explain the change in diagnosis.
Question # 1: Would you like
these doctors operating on your
key organs? ('Are you sure that's
his liver?')
Questwn #2: Who the hell
cares?
Next week: Penguins team
doctor, Miss Diagnosis holds a
news conference. 'Well, the open
sores and high fever are signs of
chickenpox, but Gordon over
here seems to think its a bad cac;e
of dandruff. Personally, I think he
is pregnant.'
Tlzis week: The Philadelphia
Flyers announce that they may
assign Eric Lindros a roommate
to help keep him out of trouble.
First he allegedly spits beer at a
woman - Eric's sensitive corn-

ment: 'At least it wac;n' t battery
acid.' This week he had to stop
his posse from getting into a tight
at a restaurant. The man is a lawsuit waiting to happen.
Next week: Lindros is sued
two more times. First by some
guy named Dusty. The suit is for
$2.1 million for cheating while
playing Risk. 'He knows bloody
well he can't move four armies
into Madagascar while I control
the Svengali plains.' Then he is
sued by Taco Bell for 'illegal
release of fumes' - Sl.l million.
'My God, the
Manager
wallpaper is peeling off!'
Question #3: Are you a'> sick
of hearing about this clown's
spare time habits as I am '?
Question #4: If you were ao;signed some guy named Spunkly
to follow you around, even to the
can, and he had body odor, and
thick gla-;ses with ma-;king tape,
wouldn't you beat the living shit
out of him ?

have to play Waterloo in the combined tournament, but they will
face a "tough, solid" Queens'
team.
But, says Hambly, Laurier's
team is ready.
"It's the same team with a
second year under their belts," he
said. "If someone misses, someone else picks up the slack," said
I Iambly. "They won more games
this section alone than they did
lac;t year. A va<;t improvement
over last year."
The opposite is true for the
men's team. After going 5-0 lac;t
year, the Hawks racked up only
one win against four losses at the
Western sectional.
The rea-;on, says Jeff Hambly,
wac; the absence of the regular
skip, Pete Stesky, who was last
year's skip.
"Last year they really clicked

as a team," said I Iambly. "This
year we didn't click. we didn't
make that extra shot or roll."
A stark indicator of the dif·
ference between la-;t year's and
this year's pcrfonnances was the
entry of Stesky into a game in the
sectional.
"With Pete in the lineup. the
attitude of the team changed."
said Hambly. "It was very upbeat,
a lot more solid team."
Stesky will be playing in the
upcoming combined tournament.
With the regular skip back on
board, says Hambly, the team's
prospecLc; are much improved.
"Their chances still remain
good to fair," he said. "The Ea't
teams tend to be weaker than the
West teams." Hambly is confi·
dent that the male curling team
can make their way into the
championship round.

endy Markevich - Figure Skating
This figure skating rookie from Sault Ste. Marie won two gold
1 uu:Udl~ on the weekend. First she struck gold in lntennediate pairs
then she won the senior B singles event to collect her second gold
the weekend.

ohn Spoltore - Hockey
This Elmira native is collecting his second I lawk of the Week
award ac; he had a fanta<>tic week, scoring six goals and adding five
assists. John is a first year student and a resident of Willison Hall.

133 Weber St. N
Next to the Zellers Plaza
Waterloo
746-4983
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Women's Basketball West Division
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The Jlawks travelled to Thunder Bay this weekend for two hack
to hack matches against a good Lakehead squad. On Friday night the
Hawks fell to the horne team 67-46.
Andrew Scharschmidt led the way for the purple and gold w; he
had twelve points and ten rehounds.
The Hawks were l<X)king for revenge in Ute rematch, however
they came up just a hit shy a-; they lost 79-74 in overtime. Shawn
Roach had a great game a<~ he potted 25 points, and Chris Livingstone
added 17 point<; ao; well. Andrew Scharschrnidt had another huge day
on the gla-;s as he collected 16 hoards.
The temn is really starting to mesh and it is only a matter of time
until the victories start rolling. Scharschmidt has really heen an asset
to the team ao; his twenty-six rebounds on the weekend was
phenomenal.
The Hawks are next in action on Wednesday versus the always
tough Guelph Gryphons.
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Men's Volleyball West Division
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Women's Volleyball West Divi'>ion
Team
WESTERN
WI:>:DSOR
LAKEHEAD
MCMASTER
BROCK
Gt'ELPH
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LAURIER
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5
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Hockey West Divi<;ion
Team
GCELPH
WATERLOO
LAURIER
WESTERN
LAUREI"TIAN
BROCK
WINDSOR

gold
pairs
gold

RMC

Upcoming Events
Fnda;:t Jan~ 22..
Curling (a Toronto (8:30am)
Women· s volleyball vs Brock (6:00pm)
Men's volleyball vs Brock (8:00pm)
Saturda;:t Janu~ 23.
Curling@· Toronto (8:30am)

12
14

s
7
14

0

9
0

Swunmiug (a Queen's Open (12:00 pm)
:\feu's basketball (!! McMaster (2:00pm)
Women's basketball (a· McMaster (4:00 pml
Wednesda;:t. Janu~ 27.
Women's basketball vs Waterloo (6:00pm)
Men's basketball vs Waterloo (8:00pm)
Men's volleyball@ Waterloo (8:00pm)

Put the nwo in
Men on Sports.
Come be a
(sports) Cordie.
II

theApple §tyllli§t

Affordable Hair
Design for
Men&Women

OF WATERLOO

CUTS * PERMS * COLOUR & MORE
COMPLETE HAIRSTYLING

SMART STYLE
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK • THURSDAYS TILL 9

28 University Ave. E.
886·2060
Waterloo
(Con1er of University & Regina) GOLDWELL~

-

--

12
10
10
10
8
6
4
2

Women's Basketball
Last weekend the Golden Hawks ventured to Lakehead where
they proceeded to get dumped 6&-37 to a very tough opponent. Janice
field was the leading scorer for WLU contributing nine points in the
losing effort.
On Saturday they faced Lakehead once again with a similar result.
. getting more than doubled up 71-35. Janice Field played another
strong game tallying 16 points while Sue Walsh added nine.
Coach Sue Lindley picks Lakehead to win the division commenting "Lakehead really prepared us for some tough games against
McMa-;ter, Waterloo, Guelph ... "
The Hawks next hattie at home is against Waterloo next Wednesi day.
j

Swimming
Laurier's swimming Hawks performed impressively at { J of Won
Friday night. Sarah Pearce placed second. third and fifth in her
events, also achieving hest times. Roh Carter. Todd Laidlaw, Steve
Chan, and Ken Fowler represented the men's team. with Carter hnnging home a third place finish in the 50 metre freestyle.
Come out this weekend and cheer on the swimmers in the WLU
pool at6:30 Friday night and 10:30 Saturday morning.

Try our
0 0

Get a 60 oz Pitcher of DRAUGHT,
and either an 8 slice PIZZA or
a Platter of 15 Wings
for only $12.95
Begins at 8pm nightly

Great F <O><O>dL
Better Prices
94 Bridgeport Road E.Waterloo
located in the Zellers Plaza

72S-9999

-~---
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ThUradlfY, JllnUIIIY 21, 1993

Evolution of a student newspaper
"Cord's future never looked better"
Doug Morton

Cord Features

"A university wouldn't be a
university without a student
press. I can't imagine the university community without a Cord,"
said Fred Nichols, Dean of Students.
"The last thing a University
would want to do is suppress the
press."
The Cord and Laurier go back a
long way together.
In 1926 Waterloo College -now Wilfrid Laurier University-started its first campus newspaper. That paper became The
Cord in 1959, taking its name
from an art-; journal of the early
fifties.
The Cord's name came from
its first editorial which read: "The
College Cord shall be the tie that
hinds." Over the years, the name
of the paper has alternated between The Cord and The Cord
Weekly. The paper bao; expanded
steadily, from an average of 12
pages in the sixties
:\ and seventies
to an average 0 f · 2 pages today.
From its very beginning The
Cord has been an important part
of Laurier.
"The Cord was an instrument
of change in the sixties," said
Fred Nichols. "Students wanted a
bigger part and got involved."
During the 1%7's 'Summer of
Love,, The Cord featured
"Ladies of Laurier" a cheese-cake
photo feature, comparable to the
Sunshine Girl of the Toronto Sun.
"In the modem age of political correctness [the feature] died
in a puff of anti-sexism," stated
an !99! article in The Cord.
The relatiom;hip between Student Publications and the Students• l Inion and Administration
ha\ always been at lea\t a little
tense, a forum for power struggles -- and sometimes threats.
The early eighties saw a distance between the parties that was
underst<x>d and seen as "healthy".
"The newspaper sometimes
gets 100 chummy with the Students' Union," said Mike Strathdec, editor from 1982 to 1983. He
believes that it makes it difficult
for Student Publications 10 be
critical of Students' Union "if
they go out drinking together."
By the mid-eighties, things had
become tense. since the administration wanted The Cord to be

more of a news bulletin than a
paper.
"The Cord was highly critical
of the school and was threatened
with shutdown many times," said
Chuck Kirkham, editor from
1984 to 1985. He also said that he
believes that The Cord had more
autonomy when he was there, and
went so far ao; to say that it was
"fmancial suicide" to tum financial control over 10 Students'
Union.
Relations in 1990 and 199 1 under editor Tony Burke were extremely bad. The Cord wa-;
threatened with the loss of the
right to distribute the paper on
campus Fred Nichols said, "because there wao; a consistent issue
with the administration whereby
11

financial
SUiCideu

the university felt that The Cord
was publishing articles that were
•n•
· h omoph ob'IC, and
u.S te 1ess, sexist,
potentially libelous".
A Student Publications ad from
1990 read "Read us, respect us,
but don't fuck with us". A Christ. le
mas ...JO ke .ISSue ", and an artie
from The Muse ("A Gay Man's
Guide to Erotic Safe Sex")
sparked a Students' Union to attempt to fire Tony Burke. This illegal action of the t Inion was unsuccessful since the editor is
employed by Student Publicalions and cannot be fired by Students' Union.
Other related incidents in1
c uded the resignation of hoard of
Publl·cau·ons
di'rect<>r
Pat
Brethour, and the shutdown ot
The Cord on March 3 I 99 l in
retribution for the printing of "A
Gay Man's Guide to Erotic Safe
'Sex " .
On March 4 a petition against
the Students' Union censorship
was circulated throughout the
school for three days, gelling over
BOO signatures -- including that
of Stuart Lewis, that year's Studentc;' Union president.
Lewis had been the instigator
of The Cord's shutdown.
A code of ethics for The
Cord was accepted by both the
Students' Union and Student Publications.
In order for The Cord to

reopen, the Students' l Jnion
forced the Student Publications
Board of Directors to agree to a
harsh proposal. The proposal ineluded fmal editorial control over
content being given to the President of Student Publications,
open elections for Student Publications Board of Directors,
renegotiation of the operating
agreement between the two
parties, and the creation of a "Student Input Tac;k Force" to "solicit
WLU student opuuon with
respectc; to all aspect\ of The
Cord."
The proposal wao.; agreed to
and The Cord reopened on
March 7, 1991.
Although he felt "violently ill" at
the state of Student Publications
in 1990 and 1991, Pat Brethour.
this year's Cord editor. still
found Students' Union's March
1991 shutdown of The Cord
"reprehensible".
"The article that got The
Cord shut down ["A Gay Man's
Guide to Erotic Safie Sex"] was
proactive and responsible". The
entire shutdown drama was
picked up by the K-W Record,
Toronto Star, Ottawa Citizen,
Bran·~ord
Exposi'tor and CBC
u•
News.
The Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications Policies,
Ethics and Guidelines Review
Committee wao; formed on March
17 1991 to keep the content of the
paper acceptable.
But the shutdown was not negative in every aspect. Brethour said
that since the shut down "there
bas been more focus on the importance of the paper because
~~~~ ;~~-ized the mortality of

0

An issue in 1989 and 1990
wao; a clash over a column called
"Bill Needle".
"It was a weekly satire
column written from the view
point of an idiot named Bill
Needle," said Mark Hand, editor
in 1991 and 1992. He said people
took the views expressed in the
column the wrong way.
Bill Needle wac; meant to express opinions that were negative
and twisted, serving as an exampie of a bad way of thinking. The
writers of the column were inconsistent in the view point.
Sometimes he bad a good view

A"Lady of Laurier", in a more sexist Cord
and sometimes he had a had
.
Th'
view.
Is caused people to rnisunderstand the intention of the
column and think that The Cord
staff was supporting the views
Bill Needle expressed.
The column died with the end
f th 1990
bl' h '
o
e
pu IS mg year in
April 1990
·
The relationship with administration has improved with the
arrival of Lorna Marsden, who replaced John Weir as president of
W'lf
. m
. August 1992.
I n'd Laurter
Brethour said that this is because Marsden "has a better view
of what the relationship with the
press should be".
The Cord has not always been
the only newspaper on campus.
Another newspaper which tried to
start up was The Atrium,
originally a business newsletter
printed by the School of Business
and Economics.
In 1989 and 1990 possibilities
were discussed for it becoming a
pull-out or new section in The

f===========================================~~============================~ Cord, or going on its own a<> a
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separate paper. The Atrium ran
into difficulties with getting the
right to solicit ads, since these
were held by The Cord.
The Atrium did end up getting published on October 24,
1989, but stopped printing later
that year. Hand said that it was
unfortunate, but, "The Cord
stomped on it [The Atrium] for
political and financial reao;ons".
The Atrium now appears in
its original newsletter format,
without ads.
Each spring The Cord undergoes changes with the hiring
of a new staff, which shapes the
paper for the coming year. Mike
Strathdee sees a problem in the
fact that "newspapers tend to
represent the attitudes of the
people running them. Some
people take it more seriously than
others."
The biggest change to happen to
The Cord so far is the acquiring

pic :

1967 Cord

of a computer system in 1984,
during editor Chuck Kirkham's
tenure. He said that he bad no real
trouble with them since they
came late in his term but that
"they were an incredible nightmare for the new staff. "
Improving both speed and
consistency, the computers also
allows the 1992 Cord to put out a
32 page paper in less time than
the 1981 Cord put out a 16 page
paper.
A change that most, if not all,
of Student Publications would
like is for The Cord to get
autonomy from the Students'
Union.
Student Publications believes
autonomy will be beneficial to all
parties. Dean Nichols said
"Autonomy could mean the lack

"The Cord has
been getting
better every
year, growing
and learning.
of a link with the University."
Talks between Student Publications and the Students' Union
continue.
"It [The Cord] hac; been gelling
better every year, growing and
learning," said Hand. "The focus
of the paper is to report the news
in an unbiased fashion and he
responsible and accessible to the
student body."
"I feel good about being a part
of it. It has been good for the university and the student body,"
said Dean Nichols.
He said he hac; "concerns
about the future of the newspaper
because of the autonomy issue".
On the contrary, Brethour
said, "The Cord's future never
looked better."
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Christina Craft

The Satallites play the Volacano tomorrow night as
well.

The Theatre Laurier production of Our Country's Good was, in a word, excellent. The Timberlake Wertenbaker play provided a solid foundation
but it was the performances and the directing that
made it particularly successful.
Our Country's Good is a play about humanity
and art. It follows the lives of British soldiers and
convicts who are deported to Australia because
there is no room for them in Britain. The character's trials begin when a keen Lieutenant decides to
organize a play and have some of the convicts star
in it. As the play The Recruiting Officer is
rehearsed, the struggle of day to day survival continues behind the scenes.
The most striking element of Our Country's
Good is the morality of the soldiers a-; opposed to
that of the supposed convict\. The good soldier/had
convict is an obvious oxymoron. The play looks
closely at ten of the convict<;. While each has her or
his own story, the rea-;ons they are there remain the
same. Life in Britain would not pennit them to survive unless they stole. Common punishment for
stealing is death by hanging and the prisoners who
were sent to Australia "got off lucky" .

Emerson, Lake and Palmer play Massey Hall on
the twenty-second and twenty-third. Yawn.
Laurier's own Roben Langen An Gallery will be
displaying the works of Bill Hoopes from January
25 to Feruary 13.
The Phantoms are at the Volcano on January 29.
Suzanne Vega and the Kitchens of Distinction
play The Music Hall on February 2.
The lAurier Musicians' Network will be releasmg
Campus Grown '93, their second compilatwn
which features The Result, Pray For Rain and
others. 17ze official release party will mclude a gig
at the Turret on February 6 and will feature some
of the tapes ' talent.
You can find a songwriter's who's who at the Phoenzx on February 9 featuring Joe Ely, Michelle
Shocked and Barrett Strong.
Not that I give a shit, but Extreme are playing Massey Hall on the ninth of February.
Ice Cube stalks the Concert Hall on February 18.
lnspiral Carpets play the Concert Hall on the nineteenth

Entertamment

r REcoMME~~!?.~~=mum Bob"

"Dale Crowe Junior told
Kathy Baker, his probation
ofticer, be didn't see where be
bad done anything wrong. He
bad gone to the go-go bar to
meet a buddy of his, bad one
beer, that' s all, while be was
waiting, minding his own
business and this go-go whore
came up to his table and
started giving him a private
dance he never asked for."
Elmore "Dutch" Leonard
bas been called the "greatest
living writer of crime fiction
in America today". Most
readers are hooked by the first
page. I know I was. After
reading "Maximum Bob", I
went out and bought every Elmore Leonard novel that I
could get my hand<> on.
Terry Grogan--Ent. Staff

"Th1s is the first president who's not old enough to
be my father. Who understood rock and roll, who
smoked dope, definitely jucked that blonde and
avoided the draft. He did the things that I can relate
to. He called me last week. I spoke to him. 17zat 's
pretty hip. "
Jon Bon jovi, offering his view of Bill Clinton

J E nn

Lucky may not be how these women and men
feel; the new colony is subject to poor living conditions and inadequate food supplies. The cycle is to
start again with the need to steal in order to live.
The convicts themselves each have characters
of strength and endurance. Their struggle through
their new life in Australia held both comic and
tragic elements.
The rehearsals offer the only escape for the convicts; however, even their rehearsals are interrupted
with reminders of their enemy namely the censors
and their oppressors. The rehearsals are attempted
to he squao;bed by other soldiers who feel it is disrupting the discipline of the prisoners.
As with most plays within plays, The Returning Officer reflected the lives of the convict<; and
the soldiers. As love unfoldo; in The Recruiting Officer so docs it unfold off stage. However, the love
story between the convict and the lieutenant is not a
comedy like The Recruiting Officer. Both arc ~uh
ject to the sadness and tragedy of their positions in
society and the people around them.
'lbe convicts' only means of escape is also d•-.rupted by what is going on in their real lives. One
of the convicts, Lu Morton is sentenced to death hy
(cont. on pg.24)

Rrc Angel& Flawless
Andrew Duncan Entertainment
Arc Angel'>, la<>t Friday night,
brought their southem guitar rock
to a near-full bouse at Lulu's.
This Texas "supergroup" consists

OVERHEARD

Hunka bumln•
box aet
paae.....21

l WLU Theatre excel&

Crash Vegas play the Bombshelter tomorrow night.

INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER!

Boundgarden
ahlnea
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of guitar/sex gods Charlie Sexton
and Doyle Bramhall II, backed
with the rhythm section of
Tommy Shannon and Chris
Layton, a.k.a. Double Trouble.
A lot of the hype surrounding

the launching of this band dwelt
on how much they sound like
The Allman Brothers. These
are unfounded and vicious accusations as any similarity ends at
the section of the dictionary
they're filed under. The Arc
Angel~; themselves have even
made it clear that they are offended by this comparison.
Right from the start it was
clear tltey were very much influenced by their late friend and
fellow
Texan, Stevie
Ray
Vaughan. They dedicated their
debut album to his memory and
by the second song of their set
they were paying tribute to him.
If the spirit of Vaughan is aliVe,
then it is alive in Bramhall as he
showed with his effortless, dazzling guitar playing and completely cool presence.
The actual performance wa"
near flawless. Sexton's forced
whisper and Bramhall's sandy
vocal complemented each other
perfectly. The guitar solos never
grew tiresome and hoth leaders
were able to fade into the background and let the other have the
spotlight,
punctuating
each
other's lines. There were no
"guitar wars" at this show.
While there's nothing particularly special about many Arc
Angel<;' songs, like "Paradise
Cafe" (the opening number) or
"Always Believed in You", they
make up for the weaker songs
with solid playing and good arrangements.
On the other hand, there were
some flashes of songwriting brilliance. The highlights of the
show were the songs that happened to have been released w;
singles from their current (<md
debut) album. "Living in a
Dream" is one of the best song-.
recorded by anyone in the past
(cont. on pg.23)
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Entertainment

Toys is about Never-Never Land
after Big Brother moves in. Robin
Williams, who will probably have
to admit one of these days that yes,
he is the Messiah.tnes to be a good
Taoist in the midst of an Orwellian
nightmare. Thts isn't just a comedy. It'sacomedy/tragcdy/adventure/surrealist dream/social commentary.
Williams, he of the magic
mind and the gentle face, is Leslie,
the son of a toy factory magnate.
Leslie knows toys better than anybody-he wears his inner child on
his sleeve- but his father(Donald
O'Connor) won't bequeath the
business to someone so happy-golucky. Instead, Leslie's uncle, a
decorated general (Michael
Gambon), takes over. And he has
no patience for the giddy creativity
of Leslie and many of the other
employees. The General is determined the company should break
policy and begin manufacturing
war toys. What's more, he sees
children as invaluable strategic
weapons in the real war games
carried on by the military-industrial complex.
If this were just a children's
fantasy, it would be beguiling
enough. It could have been an upto-the-minute cousin of Chitty
Chitty Bang Bang, with wacky
toys instead of wacky gadgets, a
General in place of a childSnatcher. Certainly it succeeds as
agood-versus-e\ il, pro-child romp.

But Toys has even more to offer.
Director Barry Levinson, who cowrote the script with Valerie Curtin,
deals with his subject as passionately as the themes in Avalon. lie
ts as critical of the military as
Stanley Kubrick was in Dr.
Strangelove.
Gambon is a delirious villain.
A timid wretch eager for approval
from his senile dad (a former officer lost in past glories), he spirals
into madness before our eyes.
Levinson uses startling computer
imagery to portray the army menthey appear on surveillance screens
as green skeletons, barking and
spitting at each other. The general's son, Patrick, clever! y cast with
L.L. Cool J., is always in training,
darting off into camouflage in the
hat of an eye. When the commanders watch real combat via computer, they react as if they were playing video games. Meanwhile, they
miss out on the high times that
Leslie and his sister Alsatia (Joan
Cusack), have every day.
We get off on the bright colours and chaotic designs of production designer Ferdinanda
Scarfiotti and costumer Albert
Wolsky, we are buoyed by the
innocent landscapes and the music
video tribute to Talking Heads.
We chuckle and sometimes gasp at
the way-out inventiveness of the

gizmos and novelty items. hut
above all, we are energized by Ute
joy the characters
take m their lives.
Alsatia is content
to putter around,
testing her
line of
paper
doll outfits by wearing them herself. J,eslie and

technicians meticulously discuss
the proper ingredients for rubber
vomit-peas? parsley? And
even Leslie's love
interest, the almost
unrecognizably
svelte
Robin
Wright.
frolics
uninhibitedly. This
trio of actors
performs magnificently, and

never sound an arch note. Cusack· s
oddly-jointed. capital-E r-ecentric
is particularly captivating.
Trying to accomplish two
things, Levinson occasionally errs
in one direction or another. The
opening Christmas pageant tastelessly commercial - we wait in
vain for the, punch line. A product
placement (probably out of
Levinson's jurisdiction) intrudes
upon the hermetically fantastic
world. The climactic duel on the
model airplane contravenes the
pacifist stance of the rest of the
movie. And even on the sober side,
Levinson fouls by being heavyhanded.
Nonetheless, the heavyhandedness is packed with imagination, and that makes the difference. Furthermore, the allegorical
battle scene, prefaced with an effervescent, improvisational speech
to the troops by Williams, is
strangely moving. Editor Stu
Linder and cinematographer Adam
Greenberg do justice to the endearing, idiosyncratic wmd-up toys
collected by consultant Alan
Adker, so that when these brave tin
civilians totter off to face the cannons, the spectacle is presented
with all the flourish of an epic in
miniature. The overriding tone of
Toys is Ute right balance between
jocularity and poignancy.

TOP TEN MOVIE
RENTALS
1) MAN TROUBLE
2) RAISING KANE
3) STORYVILLE
4) DEVLIN

S) LIVE WIRE
6) AFRAID OF THE DARK
7) WHERE THE DAY TAKES YOU
8) HONEY I BLEW UP THE KID
9) STAY TUNED
10) QUICKSAND
•

1\vogreat pizzas! One low price~ Always! Alwayslt
In Kitchene r I Waterloo Call

883-5050
6 Convenient Locations

1 Single Slice
of Cheese
and Pepperoni
Pizza

994 SLICE.
Valid every day through Feb. 15, 1993

2

2

F REE
CRAZY BREADS*
oi2iii!~--~f~R~E~E!i'iiiil..........,....,.-......-..-._ Free Crazy Bread~ offer is o four-piece order
otter vald fOf o mted tme at P<riopatng
SoFT DR I N K S

stOfes. No ccx.pon neces:say Promoion exprahon
date may not match other coopon exporalon dates
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Elvia boxed, reviewed and given away
Rick Cole

Entertainment

Elvis Presley is, was, and always will he the King of Rock
and Roll. Anyone who needs
proof to verify that claim need
look no farther than The Complete 50's Masters. This five
CD/cao;sette box set legitimizes
Elvis' claim to the crown (as if
there was ever any doubt). Like
the title says, every song that
Elvis recorded in the fifties is
here. There are 140 tracks in to-

tal.
Although it is quite an extensive collection that does the
King justice, unless you're a
serious Elvis fan, or a collector of
root'> music, at a cost of eightyfive to ninety dollars it's not real-

ly worth it. There are several
other collections that are not as
expensive, like The Top Ten Hits
or The Number One Hits.
Most people agree that rock
and roll music is a hybrid of
blues, gospel, and country. If
that· s the case, then, on The
Complete 50's Masters, the birth
of rock and roll can he witnessed
again. That's not to say that Elvis
created it, hut all the above mentioned elements are here. There
arc blues numbers like Robert
Johnson's "Milkcow Blues",
country tunes like Hank Williams' "Your Cheatin' Heart",
and hymns like "(There'll Be)
Peace In The Valley For Me".
The beauty of Elvis' music is that
he didn't stop at just recording

ELVISE
Elvis B

•

.,::!;

Here's a chance to win the King hims
inCludes 5 tapes, a colour booklet and
stamps. All you have to do is fill out this ba'lli>t and
answer the q~e.~~ion: On what day, month artqyear
did Elvis ~otne teffrtinally inconveniene'ed
tt ~, (become d~ad)?
Name:
l:r
· ,,
..
Phone #:
.. :;·· "
Answer:
,N"
- ~~

Enter as many times as you want and Cord staff is not eligible. Drop
the ballot off at the Feedback book or bring it up to the Cord offices.
Draw will be made February 1 and the winner's name and pic will be
published in that week's' issue.

these different types of music. He
went one step further and blended
them together to create something
new and different. The product<;
of this blend are all the Elvis
songs that most people know like
"Hound Dog", "Don't Be Cruel",
and "All Shook Up".
In addition to being part of
rock and roll from the beginning,
Elvis served another and, perhaps, more important, role. He
made rock and roll acceptable for
white audiences. And hy doing so
he paved the way for black pcrfonners like 'Chuck Berry and
Little Richard to he the stars they
have become. That may sound a
bit farfetched. hut let's face it.
America wasn't the most tolerant
of places in the fifties. There
weren · t many fathers who would
allow their daughters to listen to
black music. Elvis had a big part
in tearing down that harrier. and
that may he part of the reason he
is still the King of Rock and Roll.
It's hard sec Elvis the way he
wa<; in the fifties, without also
seeing what became of him in the
seventies. This is unfortunate because that jaded vision we have
of him in sequined polyester
body-suit<~, over-weight, and addicted to God knows how many
different
harhituates
and
amphetamines, blocks us from
seeing him a<; a passionate young
man whose only goal in life was
to sing for a living. This passion
for singing so evident on The
Complete SO's
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isn't one track, out of 140, that
Elvis isn't giving all he's got.
From the summer of 195j,
when Elvis walked into Sun
records and paid four dollars to
make a record, until June 10.
1958, when he showed up in his
army uniform, on two weeks
leave, to record fbr RCA record-;,
Elvis Presley made the most

celebrated recordings in rock and
roll history. Almost forty years
later thP.se records remain a-; a
standard by which all rock and
roll is still measured. This being
the case. The Complete 50's
Ma-;ters should he required listening for anyone who considers
who considers themsclf a scnous
fan of rock and roll

M:a.,~te~r~s~th~a~t~th~e~re~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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a!SOFTWARE RENTAL•
We rent original
IBM and Macintosh software.
Our rentals are 3day and weekly,
starting as low as
$2.59. We sell
software as well
and we will deduct the rental fee
off of the puchase
price if you decide to buy.

thet

a
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r-------------,
50o/o off
SOFTWARE RENTAL
If you've never used the services or
software available from The Data
Store, now is a great time to get acquainted.
This coupon qualifies you for 50% off
a rental, when you rent a software
I>ackage of equal or greater value at our
Columbia Street location.
... and for you regular customers, the
50% off rental also applies ... a token
of our appreciation for your past
business.
We look forward to the opportunity to
help you with your software reqUirements.

L

expires Feb 28, 1993.J
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Find outMorel

145 Columbia St.W
Waterloo,
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(near Phillip St. across
from the Good Life Club }

Tbe Student's source for Software Rental

725-0372
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Fools maybe,
Immaculate, no
Heather Mundell Entertainment
For a long time now I've been looking for a truly great album -the kind of record that becomes the centrepiece of your collection.
The Toy Shop, by Immaculate Fools, defmitely isn' t it.
The album opens with "Stand Down", a song which would be OK
if it didn't end with forty seconds of annoying feedback. The distortion would be bearable if it was an integral part of the band' s sound,
but "Stand Down" is one of only two songs on the album that sound
even remotely electric.
In fact, the best thing about Immaculate Fools is their innovative
usc of traditional instrumenL'i. The liner notes list the violin, accordion, dulcimer, mandolin and e-bow a'> some of the many instrumenL<;
used on the album.
The Toy Shop's best tracks are a smooth blend of contemporary
sounds and acoustic folk music. In "Bed of Tears", the main riff is
played on the violin instead of a guitar. It works surprisingly well.
"C'otillas", a song featuring a strong pipe solo, also uses traditional music very effectively. Despite the SpanLo;h title and a guest appearance by a Spanish pipe band, the song ha'> a Scottish feel to it. It
sounds a lot like Highland dance music slowed down and mellowed
out.
Another one of the better songs on the album is "Heaven Down
Here". a catchy tune reminiscent of the Psychedelic Furs.
The Toy Shop really only needs improvement in two areas. Immaculate Fools fail miserably when it comes to writing a good
chorus. All too often, the chorus is just the endless repetition of the
song's title. This is most painfully obvious in "The Leaving Song" .
Those three word<; are repeated 6 times in every chorus, so you hear
the phrase about 30 times before the song ends.
The Fools also have a really annoying habit of taking a boring
song and dragging it out as long as they possibly can. The worst
songs on the album, "Through These Eyes" and "How the West was
Won", are each about seven minutes long. Four of the ten songs on
the album actually surpa<;s the six minute mark.
If you can sit through the sleepers, The Toy Shop is actually
worth listening to. But if your favourite band is Def Leppard, stay
far away from Immaculate Fools.

Why Rent?
Available May 1
$139,900
5 students
2 baths
PLUS
computer room

Available May 1
$89,900
3 Bedrooms
LARGE Living Room
3 BATHS
Immaculate!

Call Jacqueline 747-3571

E

Royal LePage Real Estate Services

11 p.11. 'til th Crillh••• el••••l

fllilM
r:J~~
4pm till 6pm
12 Great

meals from

1o99
EACH

Available May 1
$329,000
3 APARTMENTS
5 students in each
Fabulous income
Hazel St.
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Call Jacqueline C o stello
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
258 King Street No rth, Waterloo
886-9000 office

Quesadillas .....••....... 1.99
Skewers ..................2.49
Mini Nachos ••....•.••••. 1.99
Potato Skins ............. 1.99
Escargot .................2.49
Zucchini .................2.49
Scallops ..................2.49
Buffalo Wings ..••....... 1.99
Coconut Shrimp ......2.99
Texas Torpedoes .....2.99
Cheese Sticks ...........2.49
Mushroom Madcaps 2.49

tltll lottttaittl-'
,,.....
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, .......; ltlfl•
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Entertainment

Rick John

Entertainment

Every now and then a record
reviewer gets a totally new,
original sounding band to review.
Sadly, I didn't get that chance
this time. The Result is a local
K-W band that has potential. The
preview tape I was given to
review included three songs:
'Final Goodbye', '(This is not) A

et& re &uIt&

an

oca

Political Song' and 'Another
Chance'.
The lirst track, 'Final Goodbye' is a great song filled with
lots of dark atmosphere and
moody guitar (ie The Cure)- perfect for a cluh like Phil's. The
problem is that from the very heginning I was reminded too
strongly of The Doors. The gui-

tar is just too Rohby Kreiger and
the heachy sound effects which
sandwich the song bring to mind
all too quickly "Riders on the
Stonn". I must say, however, that
influence, apparent or not, this
song hac; seen repeated play on
my tape deck and will continue to
do so. The same can't he said, unfortunately for the other two

Vaughan &till alive
(cont. from pg.19)

few years; "Sent by Angels" was
musically clean but gave Bramhall a chance to sbow that he may
have wasted his money in rehabilitation last fall; "Too Many
Ways to Fall", which closes tl1e
album and the concert, leads Sexton's voice and guitar through a
roller coa<>ter ride to the finish.
As guitar players. Sexton and
Bramhall have likely spent years
perfecting their stage moves.
This paid off for the audience at
Lulu's ac; they were able to see
what may be every rock face and
pose ever invented. Everything
from the 'T m stabbed in the
back" look of agony when bending a high note to the proud,
pouty look when crashing out a

~I

low chord.
The
Opening
band,
Jayhawks, gave most of the
crowd a chance to catch up on
their sleep and me a chance to
check out Lulu· s. The building
would probably be hetter suited
to parking a fleet of trucks than a
nightclub. Positioning the stage
off to the side and spreading out
the seating makes it hard for a lot
of people to get good seating.
You could actually he in the room
and not know there was a concert
going on.
But it would be hard for thl!
venue to take away from a show
tbis good. The Arc Angels are a
quality band witl1 a sound that
can go "back to ba~;ics" and still
sound fresh.

Alive.

e,ic : Dave Scott
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DRAGON PALACE

IIICIDIII 1:11.111 B....,
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Sunday
Brunch
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DRAGON PALACE 1s also lcx:ated at 117 Charmg Cross St., Brantford

Weber St. N .. Waterloo (in Zellers Plaza- at Bridge port Rd .) 888- 7200
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R~cently. my roommate has p1cked up the

• 50 ft. of fabulous food
• Over 50 hot & cold items

~

songs.
You know when you see a
video by a band or hear one of
their songs and you rush out to
buy the album on the strength of
that one song hoping the rest of
the album will live up to that one
awesome song? Well, the other
two songs on this preview tape,
for me, were not up to the level of
'Final Goodbye'. On '(fhis is
not) A Political Song', I wac;
reminded of a Red Hot Chili
Peppers-csque sound -- overapparent funk mixed with just the
right dose of distorted guttar. It
works to an extent until they usc
the lyric 'Tbis is not a political
song made to make you think/Just
something to sit right back and
get yourself a drink'. Bad grade
three poetry? To be fair, does any
band
really
exude
a
Wordsworthian charm in their
lyrics?
On to the last track, ·Another
Chance'. Again, I was reminded
of a band -- whether an inf1uence
or not: the Dead Milkmen. From
the opening guitar chords, I was
singing along to "Dean's Dream"
from Big Lizard in mv Backyard.
Apart from that, the song i:-.
fanned around a marchy 4/4 beat
that makes you want to hob up
and down in your chair while you
listen to it. The sound they got
out of the guitar right in the middle wa-; rather exotic and lent a
layered effect to the track.

Dear Ouija,

A Real Chinese Buffet!

z""
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say1ng. "God I'd love to live in your trousers." t:ufonunately. it is creating .mme "sticky" Situations.
How can I break her off this hahn'! (I' 111 tired of all
tlte moarung).
Smcercly,
An Incensed Insomniac
Dear Insomniac,
There's a potent.al for war to break out betwl't'n the C1 S. and Iraq and all you au concerned
about is your silly non-CAL'itent problem wllh st1cky
s1tuatwns. Write me back when vou have a real
problem.
I'd love ro l1ve m your track pants too,
Oui;a
Dear Ouija.
~y boyfriend and I have recently started kmky
sexual pracuces including role playing. Last mght
we were iusprred by Madonna and "Body of Evidence'". Can you please tell us how to gel wax out
of carpeting and sheets?

To say that The Result are
true originals would he lending
new detinition to the word
'original'. Saying that they were a
bad hand would not he doing justice to them either. The Result
could he judged from some circles ac; just a collection of mfluences fighting to come through
- hut whtch band doesn't exude
the best clements of their influences?- I love "Riders on the
Stonn". This tape offers the
sounds of a very tight hand who
arc obviously on the right track. I
have one suggestion to forward:
more songs like "Final ("Toodbyc"
and less like the other two and
they may find themselves becoming the next 'dark-altemativc'
hand, (okay. the next Cure).
Seemg this hand live would
he a treat just to hear "Final
Goodbye" live and sec tile
chemistry work hetwccn the
players Dave Flitton (~ui 
tar /kc y hoards /voca Is/wn tcr).
Mark Lehman (drums) :md Mike
Pond (bassist). Rumour hw. it.
also, that they do quite hot cover
versions of The Clash·., ''Should
I Stay or Should I Go" and the
Violent Femme's "Blister in t11e
Sun". Their eponymou'> CD is
available from area record stores
on the S.O.S. label. If tltese guy'>
come to town, pl:m your evening
around seeing them perfonn. nw
Result are plaving the 1urret tl11.1
Saturday.

.
·•
.
...
V\1)

Sincerely.
Yow and Hot Stuff
Dt·ar Yow and Hot Stuff.
You could alwms rover yourself with molas.se.r
and honey Wle "9 112 Weeks " thm roll aroutui nn
the carp~t. If the wax doesn't ltft nff then at lt·ast
you had some fun . If you are still havmg trouhle.
whv not use a bltm· torch to melt the wax off
Don 't blanw me if )t>Ur house 1s on fire,
OUija
D~ar Ouija,
I haw this fncnd. let's call tum AI He always
says that he has so mu..:h work to do that he d~sn'l
have llln~ for cxtra-curncular activities. hut he
Spt!nds several hours every day playmg m the
Ml'D. What can I do to help improw lm soc1al
life?
Signed.
the JllVISJble god
Dear god.
If you can't brat him ;oin h1m.
OuiJa. the mud wrestler.

TOTAL
MADNESS
$2.50 THURSDAYS
COME TO -~ ..!!'m
WHERE
THE HAWKS
NEST
1

28 Kina St. N., Waterloo 725-5050
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Lollapalooza bootleg& a mixed bag
\

Mark Stevens

Entertainment

A senes of hofltleg CO's from
the Lollapallooza tour last summer have recently surfaced. There
arc six in all: Lush/Jesus and
Mary Chain, Pearl Jam, Ministry, the Chili Peppers and the
two I purchao;;cd. Ice Cuhe/Porno
For Pyros and Soundgarden. At
thirty bucks a disc you should he
infonned about what you're getting.
The label, K rs. operates out
of Italy and spcctalizes in high
qualily bootleg CD' s. However,
Lhere is a wan1ing on each disc
that lhc sound quality isn't up to
.~null and they're right. The concerts are recorded from the
audience and the sound ranges
from muddy to abysmal.
<)f lhe two discs I bought the
Ice C u~orno For Pyros is the
least impressive. The Ice Cuhe
set ts about 45 minutes and is unlistenahle. The heavy ha<>s distorts everything making the vocals inaudible. It is so painful I

More
More
More
More
More
More
More
More

have yet to hear the whole set nor
do I plan to try to.
But that's okay because the
real reason I bought the disc wa<;
to preview Perry Farrell's much
hyped successor to Jane's Addiction, Porno For Pyros. The short
20 minute set features five
"songs" from the "spokesman" of
the X-generation.
Aside from the sound--which
is not nearly as poor a<; the Cuhe
set--it's not bad. The band's
sound is a combination buzzsaw
guitar attack with real cool polyrhythmic druuuning. The result is
a sort of Jane's meets World
Reat.
However, the problem is with
Perry himself who seems to have
nothing to say. He spends much
or this set berating the audience
with comments like ''I'm so
horny" and "llow'd you like to
suck my dtck'?" When someone in
the audience jokingly says that
Perry's done I<X) much heroin. he
unwittingly makes the most telling statement of the set. Perry is
starting to sound more and more
like a burnout.
Things get much better on the
Soundgarden disc. In a blistering
48 minute set, the hand bums
with an intensity only hinted at on
their studio work. There quite
simply isn't a weak moment on
this disc with a positively stellar
"Jesus Christ Pose" standing out.
But the real rca'lon to own this
disc comes about half way
through the set when the band

rages through a rendition of Body
Count's "Cop Killer" that leaves
the original sounding limp and
flaccid .
'Ibis is one of those rare cases
when the band's enthusia'im and
personality transcends the limitations of sound quality--which acisn't
bad especially
tually
Cornell's vocals which are way
~mt tn front. Even the stage banter
1s cool;.at one pomt .cornell tapes

able recorder and plays it back, in
essence creating a bootleg of a
bootleg. I ittlc touches like this
make the disc a must for
Soundgarden fans and well
worth 30 bucks. A definite A+
despite the minor flaws.
A warning--bootlegs are very
hard to find and are in extremely
limited quantities. They're also ille al so I won, t tell you where I
g~ mine. Happy Hunting!

TiiBcatre·Iaurier outdoes itself
(cont. from pg.19)
hanging for being falsely accused of stealing. Liz.
is pcnnitted to continue rehearsing until her hanging. lbe convicts/actors feel so strongly about this
injustice that they can barely perform.
After a long silence. Liz tells the truth and is set
free. This still docs not excuse the unfair treatment
of her and the other convicts.
'lbere is a constant battle between reality and escaping in the play. It is clear that the convicts need
to escape either through art or by running away
On the night the play i~ to be performed most of the
cast plots to run away.
Our Cou ntry's Good is a self rellexive play <l'>
it refers to the art of theatre continuously. It is an
examination of the human need to he entertained.
The debate over the role of art is universal. While it
helps people deal with life it is sometimes seen cl\
destructive.
'The foundations for a good production were aJI
present. However, it was truly the lively animation
and drama of the actors a<> well as the strength of
the directing that made O ur Country's Good a
success.
By far the best performance was Ian Torres
playing Robert Sideway. Every line and movement

from this student actor wa<> delightful and magical.
Anne Ernst playing Liz Morden was also strong
and dramatic.
Arnand Rajaram playing Black
Caesar gave the audience a good heart y laugh.
Convincing also were Allan I loch, playing Captain
Arthur Phillip; Peter Helsdon, playing Lieutenant
Will Dawes and Jeff Duhberley, playing 2nd
Lieutenant Ralph Clark.
Director Kevin Orr is a visitor to Laurier. He
came to Laurier to direct Our Country's Good and
to teach a modem acting course. He has experience
in directing at Stratford, the Vancouver Playhouse
and the Vancouver Arts Club Theatre. Theatre
Laurier's Leslie O'Dell made a wise decision in inviting Kevin Orr to be a guest director. Ibe entire
play flowed well under his direction.
Notable also wa<> the orchestra. The music enhanced the already strong scenes in the play. ('omposed by Melissa l Jptgrove, Sarah Anderson.
Cynthia Martens, Steve Lehmann and Trevor
Wagler. the wonderful sounds show true talent
from Laurier's music faculty.
Theatre Laurier is looking up. Our Country's
Good wa<; by far the best play I have seen at
Laurier in my five years here.

valuable than Business.
fulfilling than Philosophy.
psychedelic than Psych.
entertaining than English.
frivolous than French.
mystical than Music.
seductive than Science.
sophisticated than Sociology.

Come learn shit at the Cord.
Come be a Cordie.
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lJ1 1fiife

confuse{, I'm containea ana safe. :J{gtfiing
cfiancetf, notfiing [ost.
5tfter I aie, forget everything 6ut tfie one aay on
wfiicfi I maae you smile. Smile again, ana continue.
Sfie fiaa eyes tfiat cut [iJ:!_ a ravens daw. Thtrancetf,
I felt [~ it's a[[ a aream in wfiich I refuse to parta~ in
garwofpain.. 5ts fongasl 'mstif[ariving I'[[nevermincf.
rroo risk:y....too [ate.
Ttme is too s[ow for those who wait.
rroofast for those who p{ay ana too compfe;c
for tfiose who thin( 'But for those who
fove time is not.
!My thoughts run coM,
amstipatecf in my mincf. My years pass
6y ~, tfien come crashing on my soul
fJJays pass. !])reams faae. Tears ary.
I'mso tiretf, so very tiretf. Peace is onfy
trufyfouruf in tfie eternafsfeep ofaeath.
'TIJ'etf. So very tired'.

a tigfit (ayer of dust
covers everytfiing
in tfii..s fiUfden pface
wfiere memories fade
into grey sti(f-fifes
and dreams crump(e
into a6andoned cfotfiing;
cast off ideas dwe((
wi tfi in oi[- tfiicl(_sfiatfows
fie(d 6y one cand(e j(ame
tfiat 6urns in perfect stasis
casting 6(ue-6(acl(_(igfit
upon tfiis musty encfosure;
footsteps never ecfio
ana cfiatter does not rust(e
oM desires from tfieir s(um6er
(eaving time mar/(Jtf
in asfien si[ence
6y gatfiering dust
'.Mi/(J Jofinstone

TICKER TAPE - Jim King
SVCKLED FORM INFANCY,
INTO A DESPERATE WORLD.
CONDITIONED TO ACCEPT,
AND lVRN A DEAF EAR.
BLINDED BY AMBITION,
DRIVEN BY QREED.
AND FOR WHAT,
BVT ALEQACYOFRVIN.

Roland Guy

A LICiHT AHEAD
RELEQATED TO THE SHADOWS
A DRAB QENERATION OF MISFITS
WITH NO FVTVRE,
AN OBSCVRE PAST, EXCEPT FOR THEIR OPVLENT FORBEARS
WHO LOCK THEM AWAY SO SLOW TO ESCAPE ...
THE QVESTION.
ONLY TO BE ANSWERED BY THE FORQOTTEN THEMSELVES.
IT IS TIME FOR OVR
MOTLEY CREW TO FASHION THE KEY
TO BREAK OVR BONDAQE OF INDIFFERENCE
AND FORQE A TORCH FORM THE FIRE OF YOVTH
TO LIQHT OVR FVTVRE;
AND KILL A SHADOW QENERATION.

REFLECTIONS ON W.L.U.
The hallowed halls through which I softly tread
This sacred institution; higher learning
Twisted values and an imploding system
A merry-go-round of paper and bureaucracy
There is a glimmr; but it is fading fast
Business students are prostitutes of the mind
Cameron Meiklejohn

TIM CROWDER

~orneplz.tce El~e

By Phil I M Kinzinger
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Tbr Cord contmues its irregular rublil;lung yi!ar and the computers still don't
fuckmg work. Any Letters to the Editor mu.•t be subm1tted SIJ;ned, typed and
d1l\lhlc spaced hy Tutsday. January 19. at 12:00 pm for the followmg publication.
But, e ca only printleners that bear the author's real natlk'. tdephone number,
and l.D aumher (1f apphcable). ALL LEITERS MUST BE ~00 (FIVE HUNDRED) (Cfi'/Q CEN1) WORDS. All swllllssions become the prop.!rty oi 1Re
Cord and \te reserve the right to edit or ref~e any~nusswns.
Cord Wlll
not pnnl uything ie U1e body of th
r con.•idered to he
lwmophObic m nature hy the staff as a llUIIg bally, or wluch .
code of ethics. By the way, our offices are on the third
Campus Centre.
Cord subscription rates are SlS.OO per term for add:~S.ej
$18 outude tl~ country. We haw no subscnptq!l
boondoCks. The Coni 1$ pnntedhy the wacky,

he eerie light of the television beams out an even more eerie picture: a modern city blacked out.
it'i only light coming from the explosions of bombs and the tla'ih of anti-airt.'faft fire. The city is
Baghdad. The time is January 17 1991...and 1993.
Two years after the Gulf War began, the United States is again bombarding Iraq, thinking that terror from
the sky in 1993 will somehow accomplish more than it did in 1991. The Americans' propaganda machine is
hard at work yet again. Marlon Fitzwater, White House spokesperson, tells the press that it was Iraq's fault
that the United States sent Tomahawk cruise missiles to blow up an Iraqi nuclear facility.
The United States attack Iraq for "non-compliance with United Nation Security Council resolutions". But
Serbia, which violates UN resolutions with alanning regularity -- and blows up UN equipment and personnel
-- is left alone.
The point is not that Serbia should be bombed, although Ted Turner and CNN would he oveljoyed. The
point is that Iraq should be left alone.
The l Jnited States is itself what it ha'i accused Iraq of being, namely a renegade nation. The United States
ha" hombed Iraq, without consulting the UN Security Council. And now, the Americans blow up a nuclear
facility-- one which ha'> been out of operation since June 1991 --to teach Saddam Hussein a lesson.
Saddam Hussein is not a nice guy. He kills Kurds with poison gas in northern Iraq, and slaughters Shi'ites
in the south. He is a tyrant, and a murderous one at that.
But the world is full of murderous tyrants, many of them supported hy the United States government.
Why just bomb Iraq? Why not let Serbia, North Korea, South Africa, El Salvador, Peru, China, Syria, and
Langley, Virginia join in on the fun too?
Because Iraq hao; oil, and, in the mind of George Bush, threatens other places that have oil.
Oil wa-; the answer for 1991, and again in 1993.
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait could not be tolerated by the United States because Iraq posed a threat (however weak) to American hegemony in the Persian Gulf.
So, the United States cooked up some high-flown propaganda about Hussein as a Semitic Hitler, and
went merrily, merrily to war. The First World American anny shattered its Third World opponent And
Kuwait wa'> free again. Curious that an emir still rules Kuwait -- a country for which the United States fought
"a war for democ'facy". The Gulf War wasn't fought to preserve freedom. It wa'> fought to protect crude oil
reserves.
Noam Chomsky, a high-profile US media critic, wrote in his recent essay, "The media and the war: what
war?'', that Pentagon sources estimated the Iraqi death toll from the 1991 Gulf War at 100 000. Funny. I
don't remember seeing a single one of those dead Iraqis on CNN.
And now George Bush, in the dying days of his administration, is beginning the killing again.

Editorial by Pat Brethour, Editor-In-Chief
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the rest
of The Cord staff, or its publisher, WLU Student Publications.

Thumbnail Editorials
THUMBS UP to Bill Clinton for spending $25 million on his
inauguration. While some might say the price tag is a titch
high, ifs a small price to pay for getting rid of George Bush
and -- dare we hope -- the Re_publican Party. We can all
breathe a little easier now that Bush can only wreak havoc
with the fish in Kennebunkport. At least George will have
time to practice his grammar...

THUMBS DOWN to the WLU Students' Union Space Needs
Committee for succumbing to Charlie Brown -- wishy-washy
syndrome. Wishy-washy is indeed the only word to describe
the 'recommendations· of the committee. Mandated to come
up with a vision for the expansion of the Student Union
Building (or the construction of a new one). the eleven person
group has instead come up empty-handed. Their report says
that they have "strong opinions regarding the type of space
we needed". Unfortunately, we (and you) have no idea what
those ideas. strong or not, may be. That's not good enough
for a committee that spent seven months-- and the students·
money -- studying the overcrowding problem. If the Student
Union Building is ever to expand. it surely needs a stronger
foundation than this report.

Last week's "Retrospect" mistakenly stated that classified ads were banned on
election day. Classified ads are allowed - just not within ten feet of a polling
booth.
Last week's "Inside" box for the sports section read "Hawks stuff Brock". The
team that got stuffed was in fact the Windsor Lancers.
In a photo on page 9 of the January 14 Cord, Leslie De'Ath was incorrectly
identified as Guy Few.
Ken Breadner, author of the new Cord column "Breadbox", was incorrectly
identified as Kevin Breadner.
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Nice Cord
shocks Union
Dear Editor,
While reading last weeks
"Retrospect" I suddenly felt
myself going into convulsions.
My hands started to sweat, I
could barely read the shocking
wordc;. Stars appeared before my
eyes and then I fell into an inky
blackness.
When I finally carne to and
finished reading the article I realized what the problem was. The
almighty Pat Brethour bad actually said something complimentary
about the Students' Union.
Indeed, you do give this compliment in a very backbanded
manner ("C'ommon sense infects
the Election Council"). However,
if one looks at your position on
any other issue involving the Students' l Inion one would find a
wry different position. Therefore
I realize that you risked alienating
your cult following if you seemed
to comphmentary.
I did however find a couple of
area that need clarification for the
ma~ses who accept your word ac;
gospel (all4 of them).
I irst of all, I found your comment' dealing with classified ado;
perplexing. The election policies
state that clac;sified ad<; are a form
of campaigning
and
that
campaigning is allowed on election day, therefore, classified ado;
are allowed on election day.
Secondly, the fact that the
respective Boards approved a less
stringent means of disqualification concem<> me a<> well. How-

ever, unlike yourself, I would
wish it to be more stringent not
less. All candidates sign a form
recognizing and agreeing to adhere to all election policies. Any
violation on their part constitutes
ignorance. Ignorant candidates
should not be allowed extra
chances, they should be allowed
fewer. The election policies are
the backbone of the democratic
process and by allowing people to
scoff at them denigrates that process.
Lastly, I wac; concerned about
your comment<> with regard to
campaign funding. In the last
policy the candidates were allowed less money for their
campaigns. In conjunction with
this, they received far less in
compensation (as a percentage)
than they do now. As for $180
being to expensive for some executive candidates, this comment
is bunk. 1llat amount of money is
equivalent to about 7 cases of
beer or 10 pizzac; or :\0 packages
of cigarettes. Any candidate who
cannot adjust their spending or
budget to this amount should not,
in my opinion be responsible for
the $2.5 miJlion budget of the
Students' l Inion.
It seems to me that common
sense may be infecting the Students' Union. Now, if only the
Cord could catch the same discase.

Darren Mahaffy
Chief Returning Officer

Lifers pro-child
Dear Editor,
I BELIEVE IN EQllAL RIGHTS FOR UNBORN WOMEN.
'That makes me both pro-woman and pro-life, something our
esteemed commentator Pat Brethour says is impossible. While I
might enjoy being considered an anomaly, I must point out that there
is a B.C'.-based group called Feminists For Life who advance the
cause of feminism and simultaneously advance the right<; of the unhom child. The overwhelming majority of people in the anti-abortion
movement are pro-woman and pro-child. Only the misinformed and
ignorant would suggest otherwise.
Heidi Halma
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Letter Policy
• All letters must be signed, and submitted with the author's name, student
identification number and telephone number.
• All letters will be printed with the author's name, unless otherwise requested.
• Letters must be received by Tuesday at noon for publication in that week's
issue in print or on disk. Disks can be picked up on Wednesday.
• Letters must be typed, double-spaced and cannot exceed 500 words {2 pages).
• The Cord reserves the right to edit any letter, but will not correct spelling and
grammar.
• The Cord reserves the right to reject any letter, in whole or part, that is in
violation of existing Cord policies, specifically : letters which contain personal
attacks, or defamatory statements.

Rush Limbaugh is
Andrew Dice Clay
in a business suit
Dear Editor,
In a letter la<;t week, Terry Grogan slammed Entertainment Editor, Feizal Valli a-; a member of the
"largely leftoid liberal media", claiming Valli's
column of January 7 contained an inaccurate
portrayal of talk show host, Rush Limbuaugh.
Grogan then pmceeded to blatantly advertise
Limbaugh's book, radio show and television program; much in the same manner that the host. himself. does.
Grogan would have C'ord readers believe that
Limbaugh simply provides an right-wing alternative to conventional news sources, usmg "humour
mixed with conunon sense". As someone who has
watched Limbaugh's program for the past six
weeks, I fail to see how any rational human being
could come to such a conclusion.
Mr. Limbaugh's "humour" rarely raises above
the level of grade-school antics. On a nightly basis.
Limbaugh delights in making faces at the camera,
as a news clips of targeted "libemls" play in the
background. Ha, ba. I remember doing the same
thing to my grade two teacher, and it was hilarious.
Of course, I was only seven years old at the time.
When Limbaugh eventually decides to raise the
substance of his commentary to a "higher' level, his
ignorance and intolerance become apparent. Last
week, for example, Limbaugh ridiculed the C'linton
Inaugural Committee for printing invititations on
recycled paper. Perhaps, some small minds might
have found this mildly humorous. Limbaugh, however, proceeded to brag that his weekly "Limbaugh
Letter", with is depressingly large circulation, is

printed on 100~ virgin paper.
· Mr. Grogan. the destruction of our earth ~~ not
funny. People like yourself, and l.imbaugh. arc
damaging ;\what little rogress the environmental
movement ba-. made 1U the pa\t tiltecn years. hy
tri viali7ing the cause. Limbaugh's re.,olution not to
use recycled paper is disgusting enough; tlu: tact
thl!t he would so arrogantly brag alxmt such a decision is utterly sickening.
Of course. this is but one example of the d1sease
that 1s Rush Limbaugh. His attitude to~ards women
and minorities 1s equally atrocious. I lc stated that
Charles Barkley wa<; a "black guy that he wuld
respect". after Barkley claimed that he would "play
ba-;ketball for the KKK, if they paid me enough
money,"; He routinely sings the theme song from
"The Jefferson's" when prominent. Atrican American women appear on his television screens; <Uld
he takes great pleasure in ridiculing anyone who 1s
not white. not male and doesn't speak "Americ;m".
Mr. Grogan. you have been duped. Rush I imhaugh is not some great conservative hero; he I\
merely Andrew Dice Clay in a business su1t. There
is nothing wrong with holding right-w1T'tg v1e~s or
opposing "liberal" intiatives that you find disagreeable. Limbaugh. however, does neitl1er. lie thrives
on people like yourself; people who want to bd1cve
that the environment is not 111 trouble. people who
want to believe that women have got 11 ea-;}. pcopk
who want to believe that white males arc 'omchm\
being oppressed. A~ a fellow student. I find 11 -;ad
that you're helpmg to keep this man Ill husmes~ .
Jim /..owe
·

Who's getting stoned at Wilfrid Laurier?
Dear Editor,
lbe following is a meek message to President Lorna Marsden
and the Board of Governors.
What daring bureaucrats you and
your colleagues are Lorna. Perhaps you thought you could catch
tbe faculty and the students napping once again. What a risk it
wa~ to apparently think this
school would yawn when the sublime area of education is attacked
ont'C again. With your plans to
ma~ticate away at the cla<;ses and
faculty size, who should care? A
quality education seems to have
become too liberal of an idea for
you Lorna.
You cannot squirm and say
'oh hut it's all Bob Rae's fault"
to make this a dead issue. If brutal Boh ba<; frozen your cac;b flow
by putting that water-pistol behmd your back, why are you still
able to spend millions on those
lighted signs, or that multimillion dollar plan to put that turf
in at Seagram's, or geez, more
millions in building a science

building while offering no
courses in general science'! Hah
hah bah. Oh this is all one rolling
belly laugh Lorna. It makes me
snicker to think of all those highschool student suckers who do
not realize that a lot of the
courses offered in the undergraduate calender are mere
decorated relics.
I have my own theory where
thh sort of policy comes from. I
do not think it is so much the lack
of money, a<; it is the Toronto
Sun-type philosophy of the
1990's. A university set up for
the purpose to educate. How vulgar, as Barbara Amici would likely say. What a pinko idea! Instead
of teaching the theories of Freud,
let's endorse Ford and examine
the perfection of the Escort. Instead of Schroedinger's equation
let us show the relative theories
of Sears' sale prices. I mean a
university is practically a business anyway, is it not, Lorna? By
getting rid of the illogical courses
of art<; and science, those Conrad

Black patrons won't be bitchin' at
you anymore, will they? Anyone
not a business student these days
is mad! Us young adult scums
have little hope unless we kiss
corporate a's like it seems the

leaders of this school want to do.
Ob yes, I forgot to address Mr.
Locter' s claim that this sch<xll
hao; a bunch of "rainy day" money
sitting around. Ah, better saved
for the turf of Seagram's (make it

more like the Sky-Dome- how
corporate!) than the vile area of
education. 1 o paraphra'ie Dylan. I
just wonder who's getting
stoned'!
Timothy D. Snoddon

Lucky student gets books
Dear Editor,
I'm writing this article ac; a follow-up to the one
I wrote lac;t week. Good news! My books have
been recovered! If you can remember la<;t week, I
wao; upset because someone had stolen my trust and
respect. Well, although my trust is not completely
restored. there is some hope. The day my article
came out in the Cord, I got a call from the Centre
Spot informing me that someone had been kind
enough to hand in my book.-;. They bad been found
in the Concourse, which leads me to wonder how
they got there, but that is not the point. The point is
that someone had been kind enough to hand them in
for me. Later that night, a fellow student took it
upon herself to call met to say she was the one who
found my lx)oks and handed them in. She wanted
to make sure I knew they were there in ca<;e the
Centre Spot did not get a hold of me. I wac; truly
touched. This girl wac; nice enough to find my

number and help me end my search for my lost
book.-;. What a relief! I just wanted to say that I am
really grateful to this girl for her kindness and
honesty. I would have also liked to mention her
name , but unfortunately. she did not give me her
name when she called. However. I'm sure she
knows who she is. I would also like to thank the
Bookstore for their help in "keeping a l<X1k-out" and
all my friend<; who encouraged me not to give up.
All the support I received from everyone really
convinced me that there are wonderful people out
there who truly want to help if you if. you just a<;k
I Iowever, it is going to take some time to build up
the trust I once had for my fellow schoolmates.
This mc1dent ha-; taught me a lesson though. Never
put your belongings down where you might forget
them. I wao; lucky, next time you might not be.

Deb Duiker
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Insulting letter.s are cheap, immature
Dear Editor,
As a student here at Wilfrid
I~aurier I am very interested in the
issues discussed in our student
newspaper, The Cord.
While I do admire those students who have taken the time to
write a letter to the editor, I have
seen a trend in some letter writing
which not only disturbs me but
also discredit<> the letter writer
and his/her letter as well. That
trend is to add insults against the
editor in the letter. I believe that
these insults arc not needed when
one is writing a letter that argues

against an editor's point of view.
While I admit that I disagree
with some of the articles and
editorials written in The Cord, I
certainly would not stoop to what
I think are immature comments in
order to support my arguments in
a letter to the editor. As an example, I point out the number of insults against Mr. Brethour in Mr.
Gordon Bilecki's letter ("Would
you like that brain frozen or
fried'?") in the January 14 1993
issue of The Cord. In arguing
against Mr. Brethour's "Ban
Stupid Slobs" article, Mr. Bilecki

added a number of insults such a<>
"Readers, did you realize that if
you hold Pat's head to your car
you can hear the ocean! !! " and
"Get a nicotine patch and surgically attach it to your lips Pat", as
well a<> two or three others. Not
only do these insults make Mr.
Bilecki appear as immature, but
they also show that Mr. Bilecki
has not planned a well-supported,
well-thought out letter. He has
stooped to insultc; to support his
argument. Insults. of course, do
not support an argument, hut rather discredit the writer. The writer

Musicians revel
in artistic expression
Dear Editor,
Laurier represents a va<>t and complex gathering
of students, unified by a single goal, that being the
furthering of their individual and collective educations. These students have obtained this opportunity
through dedication and hard work. There are exceptions and every department has examples of these
specifically talented individuals who excel with
very little effort. The Music program, in which I am
completing a degree has some of these people. In
music we call them prodigies, and we admire and
respect them for their talent.
Initially, all music students must practice. Practice is not play time, it is not fooling around; it is
one to three hours a day in which, we as artisits
(and we are artists), must go through the painful
process of self-improvement on our personal perfonnance medium. This is a slow process that involves almost daily dissapointment as we struggle
for musical mastery. As the great Duke Ellington
said: " If you want to hold high the great candle of
self-revelation, you have to realisethat as you burn
that mightly wick, the wax is going to slide down
and hum your hand." We can not open a textbook
to learn the flute, hear a lecture for the trumpet. or
create great opera in a computer lab. And when we
pt..'ffonn, we are not suddenly struck by the great
light of divine artisitic self-revelation, instead we
reflect on the many thousands of hours of practice

from which we gain confidence, fluency, and accuracy of performance.
We are required to do "jury" exams every year,
and simply by the nature of our art, the exam is a
short one. Much can be told in a short time, although the measuring of the artisitic merit of a performance in tenns of a grade is difficult indeed. A
gain the jury is the culmination of many hours of
intense study of some selected works and the performance can be likened to that of an athlete in the
fmals of a playoff: there is only this one chance for
the athlete to perform and the athlete must reflect
on the countless hours of practice in order to rise
above his adversries. Our exams are no more difficult than those in other courses, but are most assuredly not easier.
So to those people who think that music is an
easy way outm it is not. And if it seems strange to
you to hear us sing in the cafeteria, we will not
apologize. We are artists, and the shear nature of
our art is suck that it consumes us and we revel in
it. From Madonna to Metallica to Stavinsky to John
Coltrane to the young child who joyfully sings "alleluiac;" in the back of the church choir, all are artists who drink deep pf the cup of musical revelation
and rejoice in the freedom of their own artistic expression.

Bradley Fauteux

Laurier biz program
article promotes
·s tudent bickering
Dear Editor,
As a 4th year Laurier BBA
co-op student, I was very concerned about some of the comments in Niki Westman's article
"Business program idealistic, unrealistic" in last week's Cord.
Westman claims that the
Laurier B B A program does not
provide students with a. wellrounded education. She claims
that Western "manages, in two
years, to teach everything we
learn in four." It is correct that
l TWO's business program is only
two years in length, but several
courses similar to Laurier's first
and second year courses, such as
Business 257, must be taken ac;
prerequisites to even apply to the
actual business program at the
end of second year. So, there is
no real difference in the amount
of time that courses are being
taken; the only difference is the
timing of the admission to the
respective business programs.
I feel that Laurier exposes us
to a variety of areac; that provide a
well-rounded education. A total
of six credits in non-business subject<; are required in order to complete our degrees. In my particu-

lar cac;e, I have taken courses in
I do agree with Westman that
chemistry, geography, political this program is in need of further
science, mathematics, and com- computer courses to remain in
munications studies. How much
touch with the times. Hopefully,
more well-rounded does West- this problem will be rectified
man expect Laurier to make us?
soon.
With regards to Westman's
I also agree that the BBA procomment that "many business . gram is "fulfilling itc; role" in the
student<> have a naive, unrealistic,
area of accounting. As an acand sickeningly arrogant expecta- counting student, I take pride in
tion of entering an organization
the fact that Laurier appears to be
and immediately receiving a middoing an excellent job in prepardle or upper management posiing its students well for profestion", I feel that she is unjustly
sional accounting examinations.
stereotyping many business stuThis can be demonstrated by the
consistently high pac;s rates
dents. Possibly, she may have enachieved by Laurier graduates.
countered a BBA student fitting
In summary, I feel that the
this description, hut it should he
Laurier BBA program is not perconsidered to be an isolated ca<>e
unrelated to the actual program.
fect but it appears that the students are currently getting a good
These grossly exaggerated and ineducation. The students should be
appropriate comments only serve
proud to be graduating from one
to create feelings of animosity beof Canada's most renowned busitween BBA and non-BBA stuness schools while enjoying all of
dents which we should be atthe benefit<; of a relatively small
tempting to eliminate. Let's face
university community. Opinions
it- we all have similar problems
such ac; those made by Westman
such a<> the pressures of exams,
only serve to divide up our "comfinancial worries, and job hunting
munity" and prove to be
or further postsecondary studies
detrimental to the average Laurier
to deal with. We should stop
student.
bickering amongst ourselves and
Don Thody
address our real-life concerns.

has failed to intelligently write a
mature argument to show where
he/she thinks the editor is wrong.
On the other hand, there are
some students here at Wilfrid
Laurier who do write well construed letters that do not stoop to
insultc; to get their point across. I
use as an example Mr. Mark
Chapman's letter ("Most prolifers rational") in the very same
January 14 issue. Mr. Chapman
has written a well-thought out letter outlining his argument'> a\ to
why he is pro-life and why he
believes Mr. Brethour is wrong in
his editorial ("Pro-life is antiwoman"). Mr. Chapman did not
have to use cheap insults against
Mr. Brethour in his letter. and

thus it made his letter an intelligent, enjoyable letter to read
and ponder.
I a'ik future letter writers to
The Cord that if they agree or
disagree with an article or
editorial written by a member of
The Cord staff to plea'ie write a
mature, well-thought out, wellargued letter which does not
resort to cheap insult'>. While insults may make your letter more
interesting to read, they certainly
do not make you look intelligent
and mature. and they certainly do
not help your arguments.

Jayson "Rambo" Geroux
Cord Staff
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De
ith the handing down of the decision on the Leshner ca~
last fall concerning spousal benefits for same-sex couples.
there have been many questions and concerns being
brought forth by gay rights activists.
It must first be recognized that the decision handed down by the
Ontario Human Rightc; Board of Inquiry is not a law. A Board of Inquiry does not write or establish laws, it simply settles disputes concerning the interpretation of law. The decision is merely a precedent
concerning cases similar in nature and content to the specific ca<;e,
here the Leshner benefits issue.
Many people had felt that the decision was law and covered all
ca<>es concerning spousal benefits and recognition of same-sex
couples as having common-law status. The other surprise in this
case is that same-sex couples did not gain recognition as commonlaw relationships. The decision handed down only stated that benefit<; must be extended to same-sex couples. The marital or commonlaw status wa'i left undefined.
Technically speaking then. the Leshner decision only requires
the government of Ontario to extend benefits to same-sex couples
where one [or both] is an employee of the province. This does however set up a precedent for ca.,es which concern recognition of
same-sex couples concerning benefit-; and services. Already organizations and companies, such as the YMCA and recently the York
County Hospital, are changing policies to avoid possible liability
for discrimination based on this precedent.
So, as you are students and are not likely to he currently
employed in a situation were benefits of any sort are offered how
does the Leshner case affect you? Have you ever applied for
OSAP? Are you currently living in what you feel is a common-law
relationship with your same-sex lover? Then the Leshner decision
may come into play.
According to OSAP policy, student<; with common-law spouses
will be classified ac; Group B Married if: "they have been living together for ...not less than three years ...or they have been living together for less than three years hut are bringing up a child of whom
the applicant and common-law spouse are the natural parentc;."
Pat Brethour spoke with Lome Johnston, the Special Project~
Supervisor for OSAP, who said that when the Leshner case wa~
pa<>sed down a revision to the Group B Married policy was considered then denied: "[the] decision hac; been made to stick with the
Family Law Act until it is revised."
I spoke with Dennis Geisbrecht, a Human Rights Officer in
Kitchener and asked him if a same-sex couple who met the criterion
outlined in the policy should be granted Group B married status.
His response wac; that according to the precedent established by the
Leshner case OSAP would certainly be, "liable for complaint and
that likely a Board of Inquiry would favour the complaint." This decision would require much to be read-in to the Leshner decision.
It must be read-in that services offered to heterosexual couples
must be extended to same-sex couples, it must also be assumed that
common-law status would be granted or recognized. ThLc; ability to
read-in further allowances to the Leshner decision makes it a very
strong bac;is for many potential cases to be brought forward. Because it is not a law, there is still that very thin possibility of a complaint not being settled in favour and of course one must go through
the ordeal of filing a complaint. This can he and most often is a
long and arduous process but is well worth it.
Why must gays and lesbians be forced to take legal action to
achieve rightc; that are constantly being recognized by both provincial and federal Boards of Inquiry with decisions such as the HaigBirch, the Leshner, the Douglas, and soon, in all probability the
Mossop case? Does Kim Campbell really think that she can get
away with putting sexual orientation into Bill C-108 and not changing the defmition of spouse. Heterosexual common-law couples are
automatically granted all benefits and access to services why must
same-sex couples have a· lawyer to achieve the same status.
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Dear Editor,
Two years ago, I felt the same
a~ Mr. Valli did, feeling that Star
Trek: The Next Generation wac;
just a show for Trekkies that were
trying to hold on to the past.
However, after watching a few
episodes, I realized that it was an
excellent show on it's own. For
the record, I am not a Trekkie,
hut I do enjoy the show. Perhaps
if you had viewed more than
"dozens" of episodes prior to
your uncalled for, and unaccurate,
defecation of the show Mr. Valli,
you too would come to his
realization.
However. sir, you obviously
have not seen enough episodes to
know that the show ha<> only dealt
with your so-called "unbelievable
plot lines", such as being turned
into kids, or knocked unconscous,

only once each. Yes these plotlines may seem unbelievable, but
this is a science-fiction show, sir,
not a non-fiction docu-drama. If
that is what you are looking for, I
suggest you check out PBS.
Gene Rodenberry created Star
Trek concept in the attempt to
provide what might be considered
an accurate representation of the
future. How can you justify your
remarks when nobody, not even
you Mr. Valli, knows what the future holds in store for us.
Granted, some concessions
must be made, such as the overof
humanoid
abundance
lifcfonns.
There have been
several non-humanoid lifeforms
on ths show, yet they apparently
do not crop up enough for Mr.
Valli. Would you want to hang
out with a slime of oil, or a huge

crystalline tree?
As for the characters, Commander Riker, that's R-I-K-E-R,
gets laid just as often as Captain
Kirk did in the original Star Trek
series, and I don· t recall the good
captain ever contracting any disea<>e (ever think that there may be
no SID's in the 24th century?).
Mr. Data is an android, human in
all respects, except for the fact
that he lacks human emotion,
something you yourself seem to
be devoid of as well.
I believe I speak for more
than a few viewers, a<; I am sure
you do sir. In case you were
aware of this fact, Star Trek:
TNG has been running for 6.5
years now, which translated into
over 130 episodes. How many
other one hour shows, excluding
soap operas. can make that claim"!
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Dear Editor,
Last week I dropped off a letter in Chris Skalkos's assi~nment
hox a<;king him if he could send a
photographer to cover an event
that occurred on campus. The
event was a pre-rush festivity for
both Delta Gamma and Sigma
Chi, the two greek letter societies

Rush satiric

aJl

is

re-n-

ty

here at Laurier. We staged a fund
raising event outside the turret,
raising money for the Children's
Miracle Network. The event was
moderately successful and I was
happy the Cord sent a photographer to cover the event ac; well
a<; taking a story. Good public relations, as well as student aware-

Dear Editor,
In response to Feizal Valli's For the Record-- I'd like to remedy
the injustice that Rush Limbaugh wa-; served.
I have listened to Rush Limbaugh off and on for two years and I
have also watched his television programme. Because of this, I am
quite well versed with the stance of Rush on most issues. The main
rea~on why Rush getc; so much criticism is that people -- such as
Fcizal Valli -- listen to one show and believe they know everything
there is to know about Rush. It is these same stuck-up ignorant people
who don't understand the meaning of SATIRE and TONGUE IN
CHEEK and as a result Limbaugh is branded a cold-hearted fascist.
Rush Limbaugh is an intelligent , articulate and bold individual.
His views are manipulated by the liberal-dominated media to seem
Draconian, when in reality these logically well thought out ideac; are
supported by millions of people who listen, read or watch Rush.
I'll give Mr. Feilal Valli some free advice; enroll yourself in the
Rush Limbaugh School for Conservative Thinking. You'll be able to
take on the world with 'half your brain tied behind your back', just
like Rush. By the way, that was SATIRE.
Gino Spanl(aro

ness of our existence is very helpful for us at all times but is especially critical during rush. To my
surprise I flipped through the
Cord to find the article or even
the picture of the event in the
Cord and it wac; not there. Instead
there were countless articles on
the Cord itc;elf such as Bored
Watch, and what Martin Walker
plans to do with the paper. There
wac; even a nice picture of a
broken clock outside the Cord offices. My point is, that most of
the Cord seems to be devoted the
Cord's affairs and its staff. The
Cord is enamoured with itself and
seems to be very ethnocentric in
it<> coverage. When and if this letter is published the Sigma Chi
rush will almost be over and
Delta Gamma's will just be getting under way, those who are interested are encouraged to check
it out. I realize that not all events
can be covered in the Cord but
coverage could be more evenly
distributed between the student
body at large and the Cord and its
staff.
In Hoc,
Kent Harding

Of snow and schitt
&

'm one of those oddballs
who
ride
bicycles
through the winter. It's a
sub-culture, a loosely organized
collection of studentially broke
misfits. It's also a ticket to grand
adventure on the streets of Waterloo.
Like the Eskimos, I have over
two hundred wordc; for "snow" in
my own mental language. Most
of these words are too offensive
to be printed in a newspaper.
The worst kind is what I call
"scbitt". Loosely translated, this
means "brown snow". You get
this whenever salt is laid down on
powder. Schitt makes it very difficult to pedal, because it grips
your tires like a vise. You have to
stand up if you have any hope of
getting anywhere at all. The problem with standing up, at least for
me, is that my shoes can't stay on
tbe pedals, tending to slip off sud-

I

denly at the worst possible moments.
This does three things. One, it
makes me sit down -- hard. Two,
it makes me wish I were wearing
a jockstrap. Three, it makes me
proclaim the name of the snow
that was my undoing, in a loud
voice for all to hear.
I've had motorists tell me to
get on the sidewalk.
Right. Even if this were legal,
it would still be impossible.
These people would see why if
they ever tried to walk anywhere.
Pet peeve: this city never
plows its sidewalks. It doesn't
matter how much snow falls or
how much you pay in taxes, the
city will only plow "city property".
Of course, the defmition of
city property depends on the
situation. If six feet of wet snow
falls to earth with a soft, meaty
thud, the sidewalk in front of
your bouse is not city property. If
someone slips and falls on your
sidewalk and sues, it's not city
property. In the fall, if an entire
forest of leaves descends to
blanket your sidewalk, it's not

city property. But if somebody
decides to add a lane to your road
--presto!
City property. Funny.
I wear a helmet now. I'm glad
I do. It's already saved me from a
nasty spill. And wouldn't you
know it, I wasn't on my bike at
the time. I was just getting ready
to mount the bike when I slipped
and fell headftrst into a very large
pile of schitt. Beneath said schitt
pile wac; an even larger pile of
very hard pavement.
I made up a new word for
pavement that day. You don't
want to hear it.
Now I wear my helmet indoors. You never know when
you're going to trip. Better safe
than sorry.
Then there was the night my
brake cables froze solid. Ever try
riding a bike with no brakes on
glare ice? It's like playing Russian roulette with an A-bomb.
Actually, come to think of it,
riding a bicycle in the winter can
be a nifty way to commit suicide.
But bey, I like it.
My friend<> always told me I
was full of schitt.

As well, it wa' the number one
rated show for males aged 19-45
last year. It makes me wonder
whether or not you fall into that
category. And as for comparing
Star Trek: TNG to Full House,
well, that is like comparing your
opinions to those of Martin
Luther King Jr.
Star Trek: The Next Genera-

tion is a phenomenal television
show. In the words of James
Doohan (Scotty) "It is probably
the best science-fiction show on
television today."
Finally, to usc your analagy
sir, if shit sells, you are quite the
shoveller.

Chad Belcher

The Cord's Feedback Booth is open 'fllursday,jrot!l 10 am to 4 pm.
in the Concourse. All members of the Laurier c:ommunit)' are welcome to comment. altlwugh students will be giren priorit.v. Comments appear unedited. All comments must include the subm!lter's

number. Issues of pressing or endunng interest will he commented upon bv The Cord. We're your student paper -- so nwke
your view known.
J[)

Entertainment scction ... improving.

--Marcus Yang
Very good edition.
--Da Rong Mmg

Rush Limbaugh's book is called "The Way Things Oughta Be".
--DaVId Jeffrey

More stories on skiing and nude skydiving.

--Rob Chisholm
I thought the classified<; were funny and had really cute pictures.

--Dorothy Debowy
Hey, I dug the entertainment headline fonts.

--Keith Robinson
Good articles on the course cuts. Needs more photos. especially of
out-of-town games.

--Steve Dieter
Pat: Wa<; that a Students' Union compliment? That's two weeks in a
row. You should seek help.

--Darren Mahaffy
I wa.;; very impressed with the men's basketball review. It wa<;
energetic, full of life and despite my patronage already, I think it
would be a boost to Laurier to get out there and support. Very well
done. And it obviously seems that the reporter wa<; personally
knowledgeable of the team. Keep it up!

--Susan Newton

CEREBELLA

by Ryan Feeley
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Assault on student press
sad, not shocking

by Beth Haydl

T

by Pat Brethour
A cantunknous press, an obstinate press. a ubiquitous press must be suffered by those in authority
m order to pre sene the even greater values offreedom of expression and the right of the people to
know."
--JustiCe Gurfein, rulmg on the release of the
Pentagon Papers to the Nev. York Times

T

he student press is under attack in Canada.
For anyone with anything more man a
passing acquaintance with student joumal1'-m. thb is not a shcx:king new fact.
It is a sad fact of life.
The a~saull on freedom of the press is not
limited to any one part of the country. From British
Columhia. to Alberta, to Ontario. to Newfoundland
-- in all of these places, the student press ha'> hcen
~uhjected to •':rcats, to censorship, to shut downs.
The Uhy<;sey. at the l Jmversity of British
<'olumhia. is lll peril of having its funding cut off
through referendum. Such a move would effectively 'hut down the paper-- and shut it up pennanently
What crime did the paper commit to merit such
har~h treauncnt '!
According to their most outspoken critic, 20
year old l TBC student Jason Saunderson, The
Ubyssey is "a political machine, run hy a small
group of lefti\t. save-the-planet, whining-for-theoppressed types".
Saunderson is heading the campaign to censor
the paper. He's also vice-president of the campus
Young Conservatives.
( lcct . .la•mn. They're lefties. you're not. And
you want to shut them down because you disagree
with them. You have to admire Saundeson for his
efficiency -- taking the time to change something
you dislike is ever so much more time consuming
than -,imply hlowing it to smithereens
Sadly. Saunderson ts not alone on hts vendetta.
<>vcr l 300 people have signed his petition
dcrmUlding The Ubyssey\, funding he cut.
And. of course, Saunderson's attitude isn't
limited to the West Coast.
In Alherta, The Tapestry is being bullied by

the student ~overnment of Grande Prairie Regional
College, the )tudents' Association [SA].
The Tapestry is investigating the SA ahout
"abuses of power committed hy memhers of the SA
Executive Council".
The Student Association has been remarkably
forthright in their response to this journalistic exercise.
They first tried to freeze the pay of the paper's
staff. The Student Association only changed their
minds when Alberta I.alx)ur indicated it would hegin legal action if pay was withheld.
Their next tact -- which has been successful so
far -- wa<> to use the pretext of "student concems"
atx)UI The Tapestry to (illegally) freete the paper's
funding.
The Student Association has failed to produce
any record of these ·concems'. written or otherwise.
Lest you think that this is merely a propensity of
the wacky Wl!st. remember that The Cord wa'> shut
down tor a week in March 1991 for reprinting "The
Gay Man's Guide tn Safer Erotic Sex".
Why the hell do student govemrnents think they
have the right to interfere in the workings of a student newspaper'! Why docs free speech mean so
damn little to so damn many of them?
Personality defects would seem to he the answer. Though that might he true in part. I think the
full answer is a little more complex.
Within a student govcnuncnt. there is no ollicial opposition. There is no one that stands up to
say: "Good grief! Your actions will doom Westem
civiliLation a-. we know it. and probahly the next
two civilizations after that!"
There's no official opposition. just a monolithic
bloc of hlockhcads spouting happy-talk all day.
And the student paper asking ·unspirited' questions
All student politicians have a tremendous vested
interest in promoting their status quo as the hest ol
all possible worlds. When a student paper challenges this interest. student politicians act.
Sometimes a nao.;ty letter to the editor is all that
results. Sornctunes petitions to cut t'unding arc circulated. or funds arc fnucn.
And sometimes, <ts with The Cord. the doors
arc locked.

he part to be played by men within the women's move·
ment is a constant basis for argument. Some men feel
entitled to call themselves 'feminists' if they recognize the
gender inequality inherent in our society and want it to change.
Others feel alienated and angered by any threat to their power and
privilege.
Most feminists, myself included, don't have time or energy to
waste educating this latter group of men, who refuse to listen. But I
wonder about so-called 'male feminists', who feel that a textbook
knowledge of feminist theory is enough to validate their acceptance
by women as a 'sister'.
Perhaps some men, well-meaning though they may be, feel isolated from other men and women. Perhaps they are envious of the
tremendous empowerment that women derive from active femi·
nism. If this is the ca<>e, they should look at how they can fulfiU
themselves emotionally and socially, rather than turn to women to
do the job for them.
At worst, 'male feminist<;' are robbing women of their own
power and solidarity by professing to understand women's experi·
ences, despite the obvious impossibility of their having had any.
A feminist is not just someone who reads a hook and agrees
with it. A feminist bac; to have the experience and the understanding
to feel the truth behind the theory. Only a woman can know what
it's like to be oppressed on the ba<>is of gender in a world thai
values male superiority so highly.
All men are trained from childhood to be the oppressors or
women. Even the most loving, intelligent and wonderful man isn't
immune, and be must consciously change the way he has heen
socialized.
Besides recognizing and rejecting his male privilege. tbe only
thing a man can do to bring ahout the liberation of women is to not
stop it from happening, to stand aside for women who want to take
control of their own lives.
It's obviously hard for men to accept this pao;sivc role, when
maleness is so identified with the state of being active. It's hard fr~
men, especially straight white men, to actually be excluded from
something important.
But men's roles within the feminist movement cannot possibly
be the same a<> women's roles. Men are the instruments of women's
oppression, and they therefore cannot act ao.; the instruments oC
women's liberation. Women must liberate themselves. If men try 10
·free' women, it is their privilege as men that allows them that opportunity in the frrst place. If they use that privilege, even for 'a
good cause', they will reinforce and perpetuate il.
The underlying voice present in all spheres of our society claims
that women need men to ao.;sist them, and that they can't functioo
without men. Sometimes when men claim that hoth sexes need to
work together to stop sexism, the bidden message is that women are
not competent enough to do anything without male guidance.
If men recognize that a substantial gender inequality exist<;, they
must also recognize that these two unequal genders must do dif·
fcrcnt things to bring about gender parity. The assumption of equal·
ity is not the same a<> the desire for equality.
Pretending that men and women are equalts not enough to mate

The question:
How many student
politicians does it take
to screw (in a lightbulb)?
The shot (sorry, our pies
didn't turn out):
"I'll go to a committee and get back to
you."
--VP Student Activities Brad McDonald

by Wendy Jackson and Jim Lowe
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For Rent

sale. Sell Howard Johnson's site
of Much Music's Free Concerts
and Giveaways. CaD 1-800667-3378. Ask for Todd.

House for rent-4 bedrooms. Close
to
University;parking,laundry
facilities - $315 per person/month
incl utilities - Available May93May94 -Call416-491-1370.

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING
BREAK PARTY IN DAYTONA
AT THE #1 SPRING BREAK
DESTINATION AND HOTEL.
HOWARD
JOHNSON'S
PARTY COMPLEX IS TIUS
YEAR'S SllE OF MUCH
MUSIC'S FREE CONCERTS
AND GIVEAWAYS WITH
YOUR FAVORITE VJ'S.BEST
PRICE GUARANTEE SO CALL
FOR MORE INFO OR TO
BOOK AT 1-800-667-3378.
VISA AND AMEX PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED.

Canadian Liver Foundation is
looking for fund-raisers for telephone work. Work in a wann and
comfortable environment and
fight liver diseac;e. Apply in person at 32 Duke St. r::ast, 2nd
Floor, Kitchener - above Cultures. Ask for Jim.

Attention all spring grads! Join us
in Wilfs on Thursday, Jan. 28,
8pm for grad theme nigbt...be
creative, voice a theme and win a
great prize. Be there or square.

Waterloo NDP Riding Association starting new Campus NDP
Club. Also working with Ontario
New Democratic Youth. Scott
Paitkowski 746-8225.

Apartment for rent - 3 bedrooms Close to University;parking,
laundry facilities - $315 per person/month incl utilities - Available May93-May94 - Call 416491-1370.
House for rent - 5 bedrooms Close to University;parking,
laundry facilities. $290 per person/month plus utilities - Available May93-May94 - Call 416491-1370.
Summer Sublet
Great bouse @ 32 Austin Dr.
Backyard deck, central air/vac,
disbwac;ber
&
2
fridges,
wa<;ber/dryer, big garage and
common room. Call747-3677
CONDO FOR RENT
Available immediately. Minutes
from Universities. Wesnnount
Tower I. Near all amenities and
hu!>. Beautiful, spacious, oneDishwa~;her,
bedroom condo.
garburator, microwave, side by
side fridge. self-cleaning oven,
built in china cabinet, enclosed
balcony.
Controlled entry.
$685.00/all inclusive. Optional
underground parking. Plea<>e call
746-4951 or 725-4436.

Events
National non-smoking Week
January 18-24
Smoking: the number one cause of
preventable death iu Canada. For
information and resources, call
(5I9)744-n57.
January 29 -Final day to withdraw without failure from sixweek Physical education courses
which began January 4
Car Rally - January 23. Register
at 7pm at Pizza Delight on
Hespeler Road in Cambridge.
$15 per car. For more info call
742-9039.

~

Waterloo Wellington Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis Assoc. invites
chronic fatigue syndrome sufferers, their family and friends to
a meeting, Tuesday January
26,1993, 7-9pm at the adult
recreation centre, King and Allen
St, Waterloo. Info 623-3207
SPRlNG BREAK '93 EARN
FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!
Openings available for campus
reps to promote trips to
DAYTONA BEACH. Guaranteed Best Price Policy for easy

Wanted
TELEMARKETER
An excellent communicator;
well-organized and aggressive
but diplomatic on the phone.
Salary plus incentives. Three
positions. part-time evenings, Jan.
to April, Mon. to Thurs. 5:30 8:30pm. Call Greg Ca<;sidy at the
Waterloo Chronicle at 886-2830.
Responsible person with own
vehicle and valid drivers license
and insurance wanted for collecting subscriptions for the Waterloo
Chronicle.
Part-time evenings
Jan. to April, Mon to Thurs. 7:00
to 9:00pm. Call Greg Ca~sidy at
886-2830
WANTED - Cheap Sublet near
Laurier. Needed immediately!
Call Pat at 884-2990 or 746-1764.
Wanted ... Participants
for research!
Thesis student fmm
WLU is looking for male and female adults who were adopted at
birth away from both natural,
birth parents. All information is
strictly confidential.
Research
promises to be interesting for all.
All participation is entirely
voluntary.
Researcher also
adopted.
Please
call
(519) 579-0861.
Male volunteers are urgently
needed to ac;sist on a one-to-one
ba~;is, male individuals who have
a disability and are involved in
leisure activities. Call Lee @
741-2228.
WANTED: Volunteers to help recycle on campus. Can help a.<;
little a-; five minutes a week! Call
Ellen or Kevin, Environmental
Co-Ordinators at WLUSl l 8841360.
VOU JNTEER
DRIVERS
NEEDED ACCKW A, the AIDS

Committee of Cambridge, K-W
and area need weekday drivers.
All you need is liability insurance, a reliable vehicle, and some
free time. Call 748-5556.
ACCKWA
needs
volunteer
counselors for therapeutic support, bereavement counselling
and stress management services.
Call 748-5556.

"FRIENDS" is a school volunteer
program where a child is paired
with a volunteer, establishing a
one-to-one relationship to build
the child's self-esteem and confidence. Urgent need for male and
female volunteers. Call Kitchener
744-7645 and Cambridge 7403375 PLEASE!
Loving couple with happy home
to share, hoping to adopt a baby.
Please call collect to our adoption
counsellor at (613) 542-0275.
VOLUNfEERS NEEDED!
Show you care by assisting youth
through tough times.
OPERATION GO HOME,
749-0323
enthusia~tic
Energetic
and
volunteers are needed to a'sist individuals who have a disability
on a one-to-one bac;is. in their
pursuit of leisure activities. For
more infonnation call Lee at
741-2228

Services
Word Processing Service.
Reports, resumes, letters, mailing
lists, form letters, etc. on recycled
paper. Dictaphone, equation editing, optical scanning available.
Call Audrey 884-7123.
Word Processing, resumes, essays, letters, report<;, reac;onable
rates, fast service. Call 576-0749.
I will do tenn papers. theses.

resumes with computer and laser
printer. Experience in APA. l·w;t
turnaround. Sandy 658-1028.
Quality word processing by a university graduate (English). l·ast.
professional service.
Spell
check/minor grammatical corrections available. Laser printer.
Call Suzanne 886-3857

If you need Mac;sage Therapy Jcllo: I'm sorry that you couldn't
Treatments to relieve headaches, get the $50. Do you think that
stress, athletic injuries, lower chocolate syrup will do instead of
back pain, sprains/strains, pain & Santa Claus. Bagpipes in two
tension, sciatica, muscle spa-,m, weeks. S.
whipla<;h, tendinitis, arthritis, and
discomfort during pregnancy j.mayhem: what's all this stuff
please contact Birgit Stoll's Ma-;- about romance, huh? i didn't
sage lberapy Clinic at 262 King think you actually knew what that
Street North (comer of King & kind of thing was! is there someUniversity Ave). Phone 747-9091 thing that i don't know about you
(Please check your Health Benetit that i should? he. he. a column
Plan for coverage).
junkie. uknowwho.

WORD
PROCESSING
Sl.SO/pg, HIRE ME I'M BROKE
Christina, 886-7434
l TW I lonours Graduate able to
process all types ol papers.
LASER
PRINTER,
SPELl
CHECK, AND GRAMMAR
CORRECTIONS INCUmED.
Free pick-up and delivery. Phone
Clark at 273-7970 . WHY PAY
MORE FOR LESS?
LSAT - FEB.B!! Since 1979
thousand<; have benefited from
the unique principles of approach
taught in John Richardo;on's
You can too!
LSAT course.
Courses start every weekend to
Feb.6- 1 800 S67-PREP(7737).

Happy Belated 19th.. to the
Birthday Chick! Hope you had
lots of fun - now you can spend
your money in bars legally!
From the Sober Driving Chick !
Single Blue Female looking to
be cheered up by one who is
Red Hot! Call day or night.
To the General Public ...
Just thought I'd let you know
that space aliens landed in my
sandbox and arc now watching
Seinfeld on my television every
Wednesday! It is relieving to
finally know that there really is
another intelligent life form out
there ....

Calling all Wally Bears ...Calling
Law School Bound? - For in- all Wally Bears ... HELP needed
formation about a comprehensive for my mental faculties .. PSYCH!
manual designed to guide you
through every step of the pre-law If you lie on your back and cry,
You'll get tears in your ears!
process- 1 800 567-PREP(7737).

Personals
lley Cha Cba ... I'm really sorry
about your ceo marathon on Saturday ... See you next time o.k.'?
Hey Brian ...
Sin IT YOUR STINKING
TRAP! Signed:Skank
Hi HOHiHO,
Itc; off to Carlton we go!
To drink and walk and
you know .. TALK,
HiHOHiHO!
K.D. LANG is seeking a solution
to HIS hair problem. Any idea<;?
Call 885-6736
Mike, Mike
Not enough words rhyme with
Mike,
I love him,
I love him,
I love him.
Connect the Dote;,
With 2 oz. shots,
Then before you wretch,
Go for a Stretch!!
Come check out the finest International Women's Fraternity in
North America! Catch the wave
Rush - DFI TA GAMMA ...
Info nite Jan 25 & 27 @5:30
230 Albert St. 888-0983
Everyone is Welcome!

To Annie Oakley ...
Keep your head high
Try not to sigh
And the marks ...Oh my!
But try not to worry
And I will really burry
See you on March 12!
From Yik-to-not

For Sale
One bed. Call Ryan at 884-2990
or come up to the Cord.
FOR SALE: Early 80's Aria
Proll Electric Guitar with hard
carrying case; dark walnut finish,
custom tuning-pegs & dual humbucker pickups. $250. Call James
@ 884-5092.

Come put an ad in the Cord C'lassifieds Section. The going rate is
15 cents per word for a Laurier
Student and 20 cents per word for
any other being, human or otherwise! Just come up to the Cord
Offices in the Students Union
Building, second t1oor, and ac;k
someone! The deadline for ads is
Tuesday at 2:00p.m. for the following Thursdays paper.

~
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